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January 14, 2011

Mrs. Melissa L. Bautz
Senior Environmental Analyst
State of Wyoming
Department of Environmental Quality
Land Quality Division
510 Meadowview Drive
Lander, WY 82520

Re: Clarification of Remaining Outstanding Items for the Permit to Mine Application and the MU1
Application

Dear Mrs. Bautz,

Please find behind this cover responses to the unresolved comments (17, 22, 23, 26, and NC-12/10)
regarding the Mine Unit 1 Application as well as responses to unresolved comments (MU1-4, OP105, RP-5,
MU1-6, OP-84 and OP-1 19) regarding the Permit to Mine Application. An additional copy of these responses
has been sent to the WDEQ Cheyenne office care of Ms. Ramona Christensen. The responses required
revisions to both the Permit to Mine Application and the Mine Unit 1 Application. Index sheets are included to
assist with the replacement and insertion of pages into both these documents.

If you have any questions regarding this submittal please feel free to contact me at the Casper Office.

Sincerely,
Lost Creek ISR, LLC
By: Ur-Energy USA Inc., Manager

John W. Cash
Director of Regulatory Affairs

Enclosures: As Stated

Cc: Ms. Ramona Christensen, LQD Records Manager, Cheyenne WDEQ Office via Mr. Don McKenzie
Ms. Tanya Oxenberg, PhD, Project Manager, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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The responses are organized as follows:

If a comment has been resolved, that comment is no longer included; or
If a comment has not been resolved, then the complete series of comment and response

text is included.. The initial LQD comment is italicized, and the most
recent LQD comment is in bold font.

This document combines outstanding comments from the following:

January 2009:
November 2009:
February 2010:

March 2010:
April 2010:

July 2010:

October 2010:

December 2010:

LQD Comments on the Main Permit Document;
New LQD comments on the Main Permit Document;
LQD comments, on the Mine Unit I Application, relevant to the Main
Permit Document;
New LQD comments on the Main Permit Document;
New LQD comments, on the Mine Unit I Application, relevant to the
Main Permit Document;
New LQD comments on the Main Permit Document and on the Mine
Unit 1 Application, relevant to the Main Permit Document;
New LQD comments on the Main Permit Document and on the Mine
Unit I Application, relevant to the Main Permit Document; and
New LQD comments on the Main Permit Document and on the Mine
Unit I Application, relevant to the Main Permit Document.

The responses are separated first by permit section and then chronologically, as outlined below:

OPERATIONS PLAN
January 2009:
February 2010:

RECLAMATION PLAN
January 2009:

LQD Comments on the Main Permit Document
LQD Comments, on the Mine Unit 1 Application, relevant to
the Main Permit Document

LQD Comments on the Main Permit Document
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OPERATIONS PLAN

In addition to the comments and responses below, LC ISR, LLC is revising the text in Section
OP 3.3 to discuss wellhead protection in drainages. The revised text refers to the new Figure
OP-8d that was previously submitted unofficially to WDEQ-LQD by email for review.

JANUARY 2009 - LQD COMMENTS ON THE MAIN PERMIT
DOCUMENT

84) LOD (1/09) - Section OP 3.2 Mine Unit Design. The last paragraph of this section states
that the operator has made an effort to properly abandon historic drill holes or wells. As
noted earlier regarding Section D5.2.4 Historic Uranium Exploration Activities, all
historic drill holes must be located and a determination made if they were properly
abandoned. If they were not, then they must be re-entered and groutedfrom the bottom
up to the surface. All of this effort must be clearly documented in the permit, on a hole by
hole basis. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - Pursuant to discussions during the June 22, 2009 meeting in
Casper between WDEQ and LC ISR, LLC, the letter from Don McKenzie to the
Wyoming Mining Association dated February 25, 2009 will serve as the guidance
document with regard to re-abandonment of historic holes. Item I of this memo states,
"Re-entering and re-plugging old drill holes within a proposed mine unit boundary area is
not warranted unless there is evidence of poor plugging practices determined either
through record review or pump tests results." In order to satisfy this requirement two
separate issues must be satisfactorily addressed: a record review and a pump test.

LC ISR, LLC has submitted to WDEQ-LQD all records in its possession with regard to
historic abandonment of holes and wells at the Lost Creek Project. Included within the
records is a Notice of Violation issued to Texasgulf on May 20, 1982 for improper hole
abandonment and surface capping as well as memos from Texasgulf to WDEQ-LQD
describing their corrective actions. The Texasgulf memos describe the depth to water and
drill mud in each hole they could locate. Although the specific details of the corrective
actions are unknown, it appears that WDEQ-LQD and Texasgulf agreed to re-abandon all
holes where the mud depth was greater than about 200 feet below the water surface. A
review of these memos reveals that Texasgulf attempted to locate and collect subsurface
data on a total of 261 historic holes. This number does not include holes where a surface
cap was replaced but no subsurface data is provided in the historical record. Of these 261
holes, 230 (88%) were located. Of the 230 located, a total of 16 were re-plugged with
grout because the grout level was greater than about 200 feet below the water surface.
The above statistics are based only on those holes for which we have complete and
reliable records. Texasgulf also installed new surface caps on a large group of holes.
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WDEQ-LQD subsequently approved the corrective work and released the bond for the
entire project. Based on WDEQ-LQD approval, one could conclude that the record
clearly demonstrates the historic holes were abandoned using acceptable plugging
practices and further effort is not warranted.

Additional efforts to relocate historic holes will likely meet with limited success. The
historic holes in question were mostly drilled between 1968 and 1980. After 29 to 41
years of vegetation growth and additional drilling disturbance, only a portion of the holes
are locatable. Today it is rare to find the wooden markers placed so many decades ago.
Any attempt to relocate the historic holes will result in considerable surface disturbance
will little to no benefit.

Pump tests performed to date, including the 2008 Mine Unit One pump test, reveal that
there is minor communication between the overlying and underlying aquifers and the HJ
Horizon. The drawdown in the overlying and underlying aquifers is on the order of one
magnitude or less than the drawdown in the HJ Horizon The majority of hydrologic
communication is likely through the displacement of the Lost Creek Fault and not
through improperly abandoned drill holes. LC ISR will employ engineering controls to
prevent migration of mining solution through the fault and into a USDW.

The historical record suggests the holes were properly abandoned by the original operator
pursuant to regulations that were in place at that time. LC ISR, LLC believes WDEQ-
LQD, as the agency with regulatory authority over uranium exploration, should have
enforced existing regulations and required the grout column to extend above the water
table. If WDEQ-LQD approved improper hole abandonment, the WDEQ-LQD is now
transferring the liability onto a company with no responsibility, and in fact WDEQ-
LQD's actions may jeopardize one of the state's uranium resources.

Today's WDEQ-LQD comments suggest improper oversight by WDEQ-LQD in the past.
LC ISR, LLC understands WDEQ-LQD's request for the holes to be re-abandoned and
hereby proposes the following path forward. This proposal is intended to provide a
framework for this situation, which will undoubtedly be encountered at this and other
sites as uranium resources are developed in the future. LC ISR will agree to re-abandon
and re-surface cap all historic holes within pattern areas that have not already been re-
abandoned by a previous operator or by LC ISR, LLC and which may impact LC ISR,
LLC's operations in a given mine unit, based on pumping test results for that mine unit.
For other historic holes, LC ISR, LLC will agree to re-abandon and re-surface cap all
historic holes within pattern areas that have not already been re-abandoned by a previous
operator or by LC ISR, LLC; however, WDEQ-LQD must take on the responsibility of
locating each of the holes and either perform surface reclamation or advance funds for
LC ISR, LLC to conduct surface reclamation. WDEQ-LQD and BLM must agree in
writing that LC ISR, LLC takes on no liability, financial or otherwise, for the re-
abandonment and associated work. Nor shall LC ISR, LLC have to bond for the work
since it is being performed largely for the benefit of the state and BLM.
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WDEQ-LQD will have the following responsibilities and absorb the associated costs:
" Locate the holes based on historic survey records before November 30, 2009.
" Either perform surface reclamation at the appropriate season or reimburse LC

ISR, LLC to perform the surface reclamation work. Surface reclamation includes
leveling of the site and reseeding with an approved mixture of native seed.

LC ISR, LLC will perform the following tasks and absorb the associated costs:
" Provide WDEQ-LQD with a backhoe and one backhoe operator for a total of 40

hours at no charge for the purpose of locating the holes. Any use of the backhoe
and operator above 40 hours will be charged at a rate of $75/hour;

* Excavate the surface cap;
* Enter the hole with HDPE tremmie and go as deep as possible without drilling or

washing out the hole.
" Tremmie grout into the hole until the hole is filled to surface;
* Return to the hole no sooner than two days later and top the hole off to

approximately 17 feet below ground surface;
* Dump two bags of bentonite chips into the hole;
* Dump one bag of cement or concrete into the hole;
" Backfill the final two feet of hole with native vegetation;
" Mark the hole with a piece of HDPE pipe with a metal name plate.

WDEQ-LQD must agree that its inability to locate all holes will not result in the denial of
the permit to mine or subsequent mine unit packages.

The commenter states that the re-abandonment effort must be documented in the permit
on a hole by hole basis. This request is unreasonable since the work will take place over
a number of years as additional mine units are brought into production and the permit
will have to be revised accordingly. LC ISR, LLC proposes that the information
regarding re-abandonment efforts be documented in the annual reports.

LOD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. Drilling currently taking place in the Battle
Springs formation has illustrated the problem with plug gel loss down the hole. The plug
gel will fall 100-300 feet, often exposing the water table. If past practices were to inject
plug gel to the surface and cap the hole then there is no documentation of the plug gel
falling back down the hole. The Tg NOV provides some documentation that historically
the holes were left in various stages of abandonment. It can be stated with fair certainty
that many of the historic drill holes are open more than a hundred feet below any surface
cap, and many of them most likely are in at least the first water table. Ur Energy has
made an effort to locate these holes, without much success (only finding 2 out of 20 which
were searched). The DEQ will make an independent effort to locate the holes within the
first mine unit, with the commitment by Lost Creek to plug them if we find them. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - LC ISR, LLC appreciates the WDEQ-LQD's willingness to assist
with this issue. It is important that work on this project begin during the spring of 2010
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so the holes. can be plugged in a timely manner that does not impact the operations
schedule. We look forward to discussing this schedule with you in the coming weeks.

LQD (3110) - This item is unresolved. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - In the interest of resolving this item for the purposes of the
application review, LC ISR, LLC suggests the following language be inserted into the
permit as a condition:

"Prior to injecting mining solutions in a wellfield, LC ISR, LLC will attempt to
locate and properly abandon all historic drill holes that may be improperly
abandoned within the pattern area. WDEQ-LQD will assist LC ISR, LLC in the
process of locating the historic holes. The failure to locate 100% of the holes will
not be the sole justification for LQD denying LC ISR, LLC the ability to mine the
wellfield in question."

LQD (7/10) - Item unresolved Location and abandonment of the historic drill holes
within the area of the first mine unit has not been addressed in the field beyond a
demonstration of Ground Penetrating Radar. LC is proposing a Permit Condition
stating that prior to injection of any mining solution, an attempt will be made to locate
the historic drill holes. Failure to locate the holes will not be justification for LQD
denying LC to move forward with mining.

From the ongoing discussions on this topic the LQD's understanding has been that the
holes within the first mine unit would be located and properly abandoned. A new pump
test would then be conducted to determine if there was an improvement in the amount of
leakage observed in the overlying and underlying aquifers. If there was no improvement
then it would indicate that the leakage was not from the improperly abandoned historic
drill holes, but from lack of geological controls. A proposal should be submitted which
outlines how this effort will be undertaken, the pump test specs, and how the new test will
be correlated to the results of the previous pump test. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - The failure of the WDEQ-LQD to act in coordinating and
executing their committed role (see LQD 11/09 comment) to make an independent effort
to locate the historic holes during the summer of 2010 leaves the applicant in a difficult
position. LC ISR, LLC cannot make the desired demonstration of the relationship of
confinement and the historic holes without WDEQ-LQD's appropriate involvement and
cooperation.

In the letter of July 28, 2010, from WDEQ-LQD Administrator D. McKenzie to W. Heili
(LC ISR, LLC), McKenzie indicated an interest in pursuing issues under permit
conditions as long as they are not statutory or regulatory requirements to obtain a permit.
LC ISR, LLC believes this item clearly fits within that framework. The permit condition
language proposed in LC ISR, LLC's 06/10 response is revised herein to state:
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"Upon receipt of a permit to mine and prior to injecting mining solutions in Mine
Unit 1, LC ISR, LLC, with the assistance of WDEQ-LQD, will attempt to locate
and properly abandon all historic drill holes documented to be improperly
abandoned within the pattern area. In the event that the majority of the identified
holes are located and abandoned such that there is an expectation that a definitive
conclusion can be obtained from additional testing, a pump test will be performed
to determine the effect of the hole abandonment effort. This pump test will be
designed to mimic the initial wellfield pump test (length of test, pump rate, wells
monitored, and pump rate).

In future mine units, assuming plugging efforts in Mine Unit I resulted in a
substantial improvement in confinement, an effort to locate and re-abandon
historic drill holes will be made prior to the mine unit pump test."

When considering this permit condition, WDEQ-LQD should analyze the level of surface
disturbance associated with locating and plugging historic holes prior to the issuance of a
permit. Also, WDEQ-WQD recently implemented restrictions on the discharge of pump-
test water from in situ projects. These restrictions make pump testing from many wells
impossible unless a water treatment system is in place. Therefore, the pump test
described above may not be feasible until the Plant and associated water treatment system
is in place.

LOD (10/10) - Item unresolved The Division is in agreement that the effort to locate the
drill holes can take place following the permit approval, but prior to the well field
activation. However, the commitment to locate, and properly abandon the historic drill
holes should be added to the permit document. The text should outline how the holes will
be located, and the steps that will be taken to properly abandon them. In addition, the
specifications for the follow-up pump test for the first mine unit should be presented
(AB)

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - On November 3, 2010, representatives from LC ISR, LLC and
WDEQ met to discuss several outstanding issues including this item (OP-84). LQD
stated that this issue would be resolved if the previous language proposed by LC ISR,
LLC for a permit condition would be inserted into the application. LC ISR, LLC finds
this resolution acceptable and has inserted the language into Section D6.2.2.3 and Section
D5.2.4. 1.

LQD (12/10) - LQD has deleted and added text to the Lost Creek submitted drill hole
abandonment statement. The last paragraph capture an intention requested by Lost
Creek.

"Upon receipt of a permit to mine and prior to injecting mining solutions in Mine
Unit 1, LC ISR LLC, with the as.i.tanee of WDEQ LQD., will attempt to locate
and properly abandon all historic drill holes do.umented te be impr.perly
abandened 3 within the pattel-n-area monitor well ring boundary of Mine Unit 1.
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In the event that the majority of the identified holes are located and abandoned
such that there is an expectation that a definitive conclusion can be obtained from
additional testing, a pump test will be performed to determine the effect of the
hole abandonment effort. This pump test will be designed to mimic the initial
wellfield pumpte. t 2008 Mine Unit Pump Tests (length of test, pump rates, wells
monitored, and pump rate)."

The results of the test may show that the proper abandonment had a positive
impact on reducing communication between the aquifers and therefore
future mine units will need to go through the same effort. However if the
pump test results indicate no change in the drawdown observed in the
overlying and underlying aquifer, then it Will be determined that the
communication comes from lack of geological controls. The results of the
test will be added to the permit document.

LC ISR. LLC (1/11)• - The language proposed by WDEQ-LQD is acceptable and has
been incorporated into the text in Section D5.2.4.1.

105) LOD (1/09) - Section OP 3.6.3.3, Cumulative Drawdown: W.S. 35-11-428(a)(iii)(E)
requires an assessment of impacts to water resources on adjacent lands and the steps that
will be taken to mitigate the impacts. Section OP 3.6.3.3 should include drawdown
projections for all aquifers that could potentially be affected by the operation for the life
of the mine, including drawdown maps to illustrate the horizontal and vertical extent of
projected drawdown. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - The parameters necessary to provide an estimate of drawdown
during life of the mine include transmissivity, storativity, net extraction rate, and duration
of operation. Transmissivity of the HJ Production Zone has been determined from
pumping tests, conducted on either side of the Lost Creek Fault. Because of the influence
of the fault, the transmissivity determined from this pumping test is viewed as an
'effective" transmissivity.

A value of transmissivity that is not influenced by the fault can be estimated using the
principle of superposition and image well theory (Stallman 1952). The principle of
superposition simply states that the total effect resulting from pumping multiple wells
simultaneously is equal to the sum of the individual effect caused by each of the wells
acting separately. The principle of superposition is commonly used to evaluate well
interference problems by summing the drawdown determined using the Theis equation
for a homogeneous, isotropic, infinite extent aquifer. Image well theory is used to address
hydraulic impacts of a bounded (non infinite extent) aquifer for either no flow or recharge
boundaries (Domenico and Schwartz 1990). In the application of image well theory for a
no flow barrier, an imaginary well is placed directly across the no flow boundary at an
equal distance from the boundary as the pumping well. The image well is assigned a
pumping rate equal to that of the real pumping well. Then the drawdown can be
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calculated at any point within the aquifer (on the side with the real well) by summing the
impacts from both the real and image well, using a modification of the Theis equation:

s =-Sp+si = Q/(4HT) x [W(u)p+ W(u)t]

where:
s is the observed drawdown at any point;
Sp - drawdown resulting from pumping the real well;
si - drawdown resulting from pumping the image well;
Q - the pumping rate;
T - aquifer transmissivity;
W(u)p - well function for the real well;
W(u)t - well function for the image well;

and:
(u)p- rpZS/4Tt
(u)t - rt S/4Tt
where:

rp is the distance from the pumping well to the observation point;
ri is the distance from the image well to the observation point; and
S - aquifer storativity.

In the case of the Lost Creek Project, image well theory was applied using the drawdown
resulting from the LC19M pump test. The pumping well LC19M is located 482 feet from
the fault, based on mapped data. An image well was assumed at a distance of 964 from
the pumping well, on the other side of the fault. The drawdown at the end of the pump
test at three wells were used to back calculate the transmissivity and storativity of the
aquifer. The LC I 9M pump test was run for a period of 8,252 minutes at an average rate
of 42.9 gpm. The wells and respective drawdown (at the end of the test) used to solve the
Theis equation for transmissivity and drawdown were LC19M (93.32 ft), HJMPI 1
(35.56 ft) and HJMP104 (36.44 ft). The distance from LCI9M to HJMP-1 11 is 473 ft and
from LCI9M to HJMP104 is 637 ft. The distances from the image well to HJMP-1 11 and
HJMP- 104 are 1,043 and 847 feet, respectively. A series of calculations were performed
varying the transmissivity and storativity to find the best fit to the observed drawdown at
the end of the test. Results of the effort indicate that a transmissivity of 144 ft2/d and a
storativity of 7e-05 provide a very good fit to the data with residuals (difference between
the observed and calculated drawdown) of 0.06 ft at LCI9M, -1.04 ft at HJMP-1 11 and
1.00 ft at HJMP-104. Although this calculation does not account for the partial
penetration effects of the pumping and observation wells or the minor leakage from
overlying and underlying aquifers (as evidenced by the slight drawdown response in
overlying and underlying observation wells during the test), it does provide a reasonable
estimate of the aquifer properties within the vicinity of Mine Unit I (by removing the
effects of the fault on the pump test results). Table OP-9 shows the best-fit drawdown
calculations. Figure OP-10a shows the location of the wells used to calculate
transmissivity with the image well method.
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The transmissivity and storativity values 144 ft2/d and 7E-05, respectively were used to
predict drawdown at distances of 2 and 5 miles from the centroid of production after 8
years of production and restoration activities, for two scenarios. One case assumes that
the impacts of the Lost Creek Fault are negligible at distances of 2 miles or greater. This
case is supported by data from site borings that indicate that the Lost Creek Fault appears
to extend less than 1 mile on either side of the centroid. The other case assumes that the
fault acts as a no flow boundary. The second case assumes that the fault is of infinite
extent (which it is not) and all of the production will occur on the same side of the fault
(which it will not because the projected mine units are on both sides of the fault). This
case would provide a maximum drawdown estimate. For both cases the average pumping
rate is assumed to be 89 gpm for the 8-year mine life.

The predicted drawdown at the end of production/restoration operations at an average
pumping rate of 89 gpm for the first scenario (neglecting the impacts of the fault) will be
45 ft at 2 miles from the centroid of production and 28 ft at 5 miles. A projection of
drawdown at the end of production and restoration under that scenario is shown in Figure
OP-10b. Note that the drawdown is less at 2 miles and 5 miles from the Permit Boundary
than from the centroid of production which is near the center of the Permit Area. For the
scenario where the fault is assumed to be of infinite extent and acting as a no flow
boundary, the aquifer is essentially reduced by half and the drawdown is doubled to 90 ft
at 2 miles from the centroid of production and 56 ft at 5 miles. A projection of drawdown
at the end of production and restoration under that scenario is shown in Figure OP-10c.
Note that if the infinite acting fault scenario is utilized, the drawdown would only occur
on the side of the fault where pumping is occurring. While the fault will have substantial
impacts on localized drawdown in the vicinity of the mine units, the effect at great
distance will be noticeably reduced. Therefore, the calculated drawdown using the
infinite extent fault should be considered as a worst case (maximum) value These two
calculations provide a reasonable bounding limit to the drawdown that can be expected as
a result of ISR activities at the projected rates. The drawdown at the 2 mile radius from
the centroid of production should be between 45 and 90 ft, and the drawdown at the 5
mile radius should be between 28 and 56 ft.

The depth to water for the HJ Horizon in the vicinity of MU I is generally 170 to 180 feet.
The depth to the top of the HJ Horizon in the same area averages 360 feet. Based on these
values, there is approximately 180 to 190 feet of hydraulic head above the top of the HJ
Horizon at MUI. Assuming that 150 to 200 feet of head are present within 5 miles of the
center of the projected mining, the estimated drawdown from production and restoration
should not result in dewatering of the HJ Horizon within that same area. A projection of
drawdown at the end of production and restoration is shown in Figure OP-10b.

A calculation of the time required for water levels to recover to pre-mining or near pre
mining levels following completion of the ISR project was also performed.

The analysis of recovery is based on the principle of superposition which was described
previously. For this case it is assumed that after the pump has been shut down (at the
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centroid of production), the well continues to be pumped at the same discharge as before
and that an imaginary recharge equal to the discharge is injected into the well. The
recharge and discharge thus cancel each other resulting in a well. that is effectively no
longer being pumped. The recovery of the well is measured as "residual" drawdown.
Applying the Theis equation to this problem the residual drawdown is

s' = (Q/4 T){W(u)-W(u')
where

u =( r2S)/(4Tt) and u' =( r2S')/(4Tt')
where

s' = residual drawdown in ft
r = distance from well to observation point in ft
T = transmissivity of the aquifer in ft2/d
S' = storativity of the aquifer during recovery, unitless
S = storativity of the aquifer during pumping, unitless
t = time in days since start of pumping in days
t' = time in days since the cessation of pumping in days
Q = rate of recharge = rate of discharge in ft3/d

The calculated residual drawdown (in feet) using the equation above for various times at
2 miles and 5 miles from the centroid is shown in the table below.

Residual Drawdown After End of ISR Operations
Distance Time Since End of Operations

I yr .2 yr 4 yr 8 yr
2 miles 20.5 ft 15.1 ft 10.3 ft 6.5 ft
5 miles 18.9 ft 14.4 ft 10.0 ft 6.4 ft
Average pumping rate of 89 gpm ( or 17,134 ft3/d).
Distance measured from centroid of production.

LOD (11/09) - Response partially acceptable. Impacts to the HJ aquifer have been
projected to extend well beyond five miles from the permit area. Other aquifers that may
be affected must also be addressed Drawdown maps must be provided to show the extent
of projected drawdown in each affected aquifer. All known water resources (wells, lakes,
wetlands, springs, etc.) within the projected 5 foot drawdown area must be identified on
the maps. Monitoring plans must be presented for monitoring of impacts to these water
resources. Actions to be taken to mitigate the impacts must be described. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - Please see Response to Comment V5, RP#5.

LOD (3/10) - Response partially acceptable. A drawdown map is required to illustrate
the extent of the five foot drawdown and all of the water resources within that area that
may be affected It is requested that this be a USGS topographic map on a scale of
1 "=2, 000'. Mitigation measures also need to be addressed (MM)
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LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Please see Response to Comment RP#5. (See also Comment
OP# 114.)

LOQ (7/10) - Response not acceptable. Comment stands as written. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - Please see response to Comment RP#5.

LOD (10/10) - Response partially acceptable. Revised Plate OP-4 illustrates the
potential area of drawdown as well as the water resources that may be impacted within
that area. However, the legend on Plate OP-4 is incomplete in that it does not describe
the symbols and numbering for the wells or the units (feet) that are used to define the
amount of drawdown. The main deficiency at this point is the lack of any discussion of
steps to be taken to mitigate impacts to water resources, in particular the Sweetwater pit
lake. Definitive commitments are needed in the permit to address the requirements of
W.S. 35-11-429 (a)(iii)(E). Please also see Comment RP-5. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - LC ISR, LLC has recognized that the estimate of regional
hydrologic drawdown previously presented in text in Section OP 3.6.3.3 and associated
Plate OP-4 is too conservative and, therefore, is not realistic. Therefore, LC ISR, LLC
had a numerical model of the project generated by Petrotek Engineering Corporation.
The results of the modeling are presented in Section OP 3.6.3.3 and Section OP 3.6.3.4.
Plate OP-4 has also been replaced with Plates OP-4a and OP-4b to account for the model.

The numerical model estimates that the drawdown in the HJ Horizon in the area of the
Sweetwater Pit Lake will be less than 5 feet. Given that the Sweetwater Pit Lake is a
relatively shallow feature at approximately 220 feet total depth (conversation with Amy
Boyle of Lander-LQD), it is unlikely that the HJ Horizon (the top of which is located at
337 feet below the ground surface in well MB-06 in the extreme southwest comer of the
Permit Area), which dips at 3 degrees to the northwest, will intercept the pit lake. It is
also noteworthy that the pit lake is about 5.5 miles from the center of MUI.

LC ISR, LLC has also added a commitment in Section OP 3.6.3.3 to work with the owner
of the Sweetwater Pit Lake to resolve any drawdown greater than 2 feet that can be
attributed to operations at the Lost Creek Project. Determination of the cause of pit lake
drawdown will be based on a review of all available regional monitor well water levels
and stratigraphic cross-sections.

Section RP 4.6 was also revised to reflect the more realistic length of recovery
determined by the numerical model.

LOD (12/10) - Adding a permit commitment to monitor existing wells on or near the
proposed permit perimeter of Lost Creek will resolve this impact/mitigation item
(specifically Sweetwater pit lake). These wells would be checked for water levels at
some frequency (i.e. quarterly) to determine if the model is correct and if impacts are
possibly occurring.
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An item regarding Plate OP-4 listed under RP-5: the October 2010 LQD comment made
reference to providing a complete legend to Plate OP-4. Plate OP-4 has been replaced by
Plates OP-4a and OP-4b. The Note section appears to be an attempt to address the
reviewer's prior comment, but the notes provided are unclear as to what they are
pertaining to. Can you address this?

LC ISR, LLC (1-11) - A revised map legend explaining the map symbols has been
included as a sticker.

119) LQD (1/09) - The operations plan should include a section detailing procedures and a
schedule for locating, investigating and properly abandoning all historical drill holes on
the permit area. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - Please see Response to Comment V5, #84.

LOD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. The issue of how to address old abandoned drill
holes is one that will obviously require continuing evaluation and discussion. Questions
relating to who is responsible for the old holes are irrelevant at this point. We are not
blaming LCfor the existence or the condition of the holes. We would not be asking LC to
plug the holes, except for the fact that LC is proposing an ISL operation on a site that
resembles Swiss cheese. ISL operators are responsible for controlling their production
fluids and for restoring the groundwater affected by iheir operations. We believe that the
old improperly abandoned drill holes will seriously impair these efforts and thus affect
LC's ability to conduct a successful operation. LQD cannot ignore this issue. We
acknowledge that locating old abandoned drill holes is problematic and that efforts
involving extensive surface disturbance are not desirable. LQD will continue to evaluate
information (e.g. pump tests) as it becomes available. It is hoped that we can jointly
arrive at a reasonable approach to address the problem. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - Please see Response to Comment V5, #84.

LQD (3/10) - This remains an open item. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Please see Response to Comment OP #84.

LO.D (7/10) - This remains an open item. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - Please see the revised Response to Comment OP #84.

LOD (10/10) - This remains an open item. Lost Creek should outline a plan within in the
permit operations plan, including a time schedule, for locating and remediating the
historic drill holes within the boundaries of the mine units. It would be acceptable for
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this work to be accomplished following the issuance of the permit and prior to the start of
production. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - Please see the Response to Comment OP #84.

LQD (12/10) - LQD has deleted and added text to the Lost Creek submitted drill hole
abandonment statement. The last paragraph capture an intention requested by Lost
Creek.

"Upon receipt of a permit to mine and prior to injecting mining solutions in Mine
Unit 1, LC ISR LLC, with the as•:stanee of WDEQ ,QD., will attempt to locate
and properly abandon all historic drill holes d..umented to be imprope.•y
abandoned 3 within the pat4ein-afea monitor well ring boundary of Mine Unit 1.
In the event that the majority of the identified holes are located and abandoned
such that there is an expectation that a definitive conclusion can be obtained from
additional testing, a pump test will be performed to determine the effect of the
hole abandonment effort. This pump test will be designed to mimic the initial
wellfield pumptest 2008 Mine Unit Pump Tests (length of test, pump rates, wells
monitored, and pump rate)."

The results of the test may show that the proper abandonment had a positive
impact on reducing communication between the aquifers and therefore
future mine units will need to go through the same effort. However if the
pump test results indicate no change in the drawdown observed in the
overlying and underlying aquifer, then it will be determined that the
communication comes from lack of geological controls. The results of the
test will be added to the permit document.

LC ISR, LLC (1/11) - Please see the Response to Comment OP #84.
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FEBRUARY 2010 - LQD COMMENTS, ON THE MINE UNIT 1
APPLICATION, RELEVANT TO THE MAIN PERMIT
DOCUMENT

MU1-4) LQD (2/10) - The following comment was part of the permit application review,
and the response from LC indicated that it would be addressed through the Mine Unit
Package submittal. Figure OP-2a Site Layout: A much more detailed Mine Plan map
will need to be included in the permit. It should indicate all roads, fencing, topsoil pile
locations, stormwater diversion structures, chemical storage areas, lay down yards,
easements, utilities, pipelines, monitor well locations, air and weather monitoring
stations, etc. There should be one comprehensive map that indicates where any surface
disturbance or feature is planned. (AB) Figure MU] 1-3 Surface Facilities provides
details for the Mine Unit, but greater detail is required as listed below:

A larger scale map (e.g. 1" = 10 ')
All pipelines, powerline, roads, fencelines, staging areas, culverts and topsoil stockpiles
(some of these are already included)
The proposed layout of the wellfield production and monitoring wells (The Division is
interested in how the proposed wellfield layout will address the fault zone)
The wellfield layout should indicate which sand (UHJ, MHJ, or LHJ) is being mined or
monitored based on screened interval)
The temporary vs. long term disturbances associated with the wellfeld should be
distinguished (well pad, header houses, pipelines, utilities)
The primary, secondary, and 2-track roads should be mapped out. (The Division is
interested in how the proposed layout will minimize surface disturbances and travel
ways) (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - As outlined below, LC ISR, LLC believes that the information
requested in this comment has been provided to WDEQ-LQD in: the main permit
document; the original MUI application; or the updates to MU1 per these responses. As
outlined below, the rest of the information has been provided in as much detail as
possible prior to installation of the production and injection wells. Therefore the
requested map has not been included with this submittal.

Figure MUI 1-3 provided in the MUI application shows the locations of the following
items:

* The main wellfield trunkline (pipeline);
" Powerlines;
* The fence surrounding the wellfield;
* The main access road, roads located within the wellfield and existing two track

roads inside the monitor well ring;
* Staging area;
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0 Culverts; and
0 Topsoil stockpile locations.

There will not be a chemical storage area, weather station, or air monitoring station
within MUI.

Figures MUl 5-1 through MUI 5-4, which replace Figures MUI 5-1 and MUI 5-2,
provide additional information on the proposed layout of the pattern areas and monitor
wells, along with information on which sands are being mined and how the perimeter
monitor wells are screened to monitor the those sands. Additionally, a discussion of the
proposed pattern layout, which addresses monitoring across the Lost Creek Fault through
the use of overlying and underlying monitor wells, has been added to Section 5.2.1 of the
MU1 Application.

The information that has not and cannot be provided prior to the actual installation of the
production and injection wells is the layout of travel ways within the pattern areas. The
travel ways used for the construction and operation of the mine unit will be developed in
accordance with the guidance provided in Section OP 2.6 (Roads) of the main permit
document. This type of detailed information has never been presented in a mine unit
package, before the wells are installed, simply because it is not possible to determine this
amount of detail until the work begins. At that time, the engineers and geologists,
actually walk the pattern area and stake well locations based on the most up-to-date
surface and subsurface information. Even as the wells are installed, the information
obtained from the early wells may influence the locations of the later wells. For this
reason, LC ISR, LLC presented a generic Wellfield layout on Figure OP-6b of the main
permit document.

A discussion of topsoil management, which includes long-term and short-term topsoil
protection, is provided in Section OP 2.5 (Topsoil Management) of the main permit
document. Also, a discussion of vegetation protection during wellfield construction is
provided in Section OP 2.7 (Vegetation Protection and Weed Control) of the main permit
document. The amount of topsoil disturbance for the facilities shown on Figure MUI 1-3
is provided in Table MUI 3-1 of the Mine Unit 1 Application and is allocated by short-
term and long-term stockpiles. Also provided in Table MUI 3-2 of the Mine Unit I
Application is the amount of vegetation disturbance for the facilities shown on Figure
MUI 1-3.

LC ISR, LLC will not construct a sedimentation pond or other permanent structures as
sediment control measures for MU1. LL ISR, LLC will use alternate sediment control
measures in accordance with WDEQ-LQD Guideline #15. Since the area surrounding
the mine site is relatively flat-lying, LC ISR, LLC will use sediment control features such
as silt fences and hay bales appropriately placed for erosion control. The locations of
these sediment control units will be determined during construction.
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LQD (4110) - Response not acceptable. Due to potential changes in the as-built lay out
of the well field during construction, the operator is reluctant to provide the level of
detail requested. Much of the layout indicating soil and vegetation disturbance is
outlined in Figure OP -6b. This schematic does not provide a true picture of the
disturbed area within a typical pattern area. Please revise the schematic to show the
total disturbance associated with each drill site, not just the mud pit. In addition, the
trench layout is shown as a line on the drawing yet the actual width of disturbance
associated with a 3' wide trench is more likely 20' wide. (given a 3:1 angle of repose for
the topsoil and subsoil piles, as opposed to vertical). The actual footprint of these
disturbances should be indicated on a revised Figure OP-6b and the square footages and
percentages of disturbance re-calculated.

The attached site map (enclosure) of Mine Unit One is representative of the disturbance
prior to any header houses, roads or pipelines and is indicative of how significant the
surface impacts will be. Although long and short term disturbances are broken out
separately on Figure OP-6b, the reality is that even the short term disturbances will have
long term impacts due to the time it takes to reach reclamation success.

The 1 "=100' map indicating the proposed lay out of the well field and the disturbances
associated within the wellfield is still requested. In addition to the proposed wellfield
layout, the existing disturbances caused by the exploration holes will also need to be
indicated on the map. This map will need to also include the fencing around the large
staging area, and the 2-track around the monitor well ring. In addition, the current
staging area on the eastern part of the mine unit already appears to have approximately
an acre or more of disturbance, far greater an area than that depicted on Figure MU1 1-
3. The justification for this was presented in the March 11, 2010 clarification of
comment letter. The as-built version of this map will then need to be included in the
Annual Report each year. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The original intent of Figure OP-6b was to show how operations
will be designed in a generic sense. In fact, the actual wellfield layout will not be as
symmetrical as that shown in the figure. Given the size of the equipment used, current
state of knowledge and the density of drilling, it is impossible to define at this point in
time where all disturbance will be other than to say that disturbance from construction
and operations will be limited generally to the pattern area and utility routes.

Pursuant to guidance provided by LQD during several meetings and correspondence, LC
ISR, LLC commits to maintaining the level of total disturbance from construction and
operations to less than 50% of the area within each respective mine unit monitor ring.
For example, the area within the monitor ring boundary of Mine Unit I is 212.8 acres
while the entire proposed pattern area, including isolated areas where no wells are
planned, covers 45.6 acres. Therefore, if 100 percent of the proposed wellfield pattern
area is disturbed (including isolated areas where no wells are planned), the disturbed area
will only equate to 21% of the area within the monitor well ring. It is worth pointing out
that if LC ISR, LLC applied conventional open pit mining techniques, the area of the
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Mine Unit 1 pit would be on the order of 200 acres plus a few hundred acres of
overburden piles and tailings. It is unclear why LQD continues to require such fine detail
for this ISR permit to mine when LC ISR, LLC has already made significant
commitments to minimize disturbance.

LC ISR, LLC recognizes there are two types of disturbance associated with mine unit
construction and operation. Those disturbances that are transient (temporary, minor) in
nature and those disturbances that are long-term and repetitive in nature. Examples of
transient disturbance include: drill pits; pipe lines; two-track roads; off road vehicle
traffic, power-line installation; and installation of fences, Examples of long-term
disturbance include: primary and secondary roads; header houses; and lay-down areas.
Any time excavation or long-term disturbances are planned, topsoil will be properly
segregated and stored until reclamation (Sections OP 2.5 and RP 4.5). Interim vegetation
will be established if native vegetation is damaged during construction or operational
activities (Section OP 2.7). Regardless of the nature of the disturbance, transient or long-
term, all disturbance will be reclaimed during decommissioning of the area.

LC ISR, LLC believes that the long-term removal of topsoil in areas with transient
disturbance would create significant problems with interim stabilization of subsoil, which
in turn would result in challenges with airborne particulate and sediment loading of
drainages. LC ISR, LLC understands LQD's concern with topsoil compaction but the
sandy nature of the topsoil at Lost Creek will minimize compaction. LC ISR, LLC
believes the most protective method for soil management, related to transient
disturbances, is to leave the topsoil and root systems in place. This is consistent with
current practices at existing ISR facilities in Wyoming as well as direction from a
previous WDEQ Director (Dennis Hemmer letter to PRI, September 14, 1998).

In light of the above discussion, as well as clarification letters from LQD, LC ISR, LLC
does not propose to amend Figure MU1 1-3 at this time as originally requested in the
February 2010 comments from LQD. The response to item 5 should also be reviewed in
response to this item. LC ISR, LLC would like to hold additional conversations with
LQD with regard to revising Figure OP-6b and inclusion of a 1"=100' map.

LQD (7/10) - This item is unresolved pending further discussion. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - A new figure (Figure OP-6c) has been added to provide a more
detailed presentation of the topsoil disturbance within the wellfield. Figure OP-6b shows
the installation of lateral pipelines with the aid of a backhoe; however, LC ISR, LLC
reserves the right to use a trenching device to install lateral lines from the wellheads to
the header house. The use of a trencher will result in significantly less disturbance than
that shown in Figure OP-6b.

Table OP-2 and Plate OP- 1 describe in great detail the location of topsoil and vegetation
disturbance as required. It is not possible at this time to provide any more detail than that
already provided.
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The information requested regarding the location of exploration disturbance and the
location of the Mine Unit I monitor well ring road are new information requests beyond
the completeness period and therefore should be retracted to comply with Wyoming
Statute 35-11-406(e). Portions of the disturbance did not exist at the time the application
was reviewed and determined to be complete. The current level of exploration
disturbance occurred under WDEQ-LQD approval and review of DN334. LC ISR, LLC
commits to providing a revised site map with each annual report that shows all existing
disturbance in great detail.

LOD (10/10) - This item is unresolved. The Division agrees that during construction
essentially 100% of the pattern area will be impacted by either excavation, or
compaction. Through conversation with John Cash it was ascertained that the intent of
the company is to reestablish vegetation across the pattern area following the wellfield
construction. This is reflected in the disturbed acreages tabulated in Table 0P2.2,
Section OP2.7 Vegetation Protection and Weed Control, and Section RP4.5.2, Surface
Replacement and Revegetation, Surface Preparation. In addition, LC ISR, LLC has
agreed to revise the title of Figure OP-6b to reflect that the Vegetation and Soil Impacts
shown are due to excavation and do not account for the added impacts from compaction.
The figure should also drop the Typical Drill Pit layout schematic, since this is
superseded by Figure OP 6c. Please submit a revised Figure OP-6b. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - As requested, the title to Figure OP-6b has been revised.

LQD (12/10) - The "Typical Drill Hole Layout" on Figure OP-6b is still shown even
though it was superceded by Figure OP-6c. Can the "Typical Drill Hole Layout" be
removed/deleted/pulled out from Figure OP-6b?

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - Figure OP-6b has been revised as requested.

MU1-6) LOD (2/10) - Neither the mine permit application nor this first mine unit package
provide a thorough assessment of the projected impact of the operation on regional water
resources or plans to mitigate such impacts. Please reference comment no. OP-i O5 from
the 11/20/09 review (W.S. §35-11-428(a)(ii)(B) and W.S. §35-11-428(a)(iii)(E)).
Additionally, WDEQ/LQD Non Coal R&R's Chapter 11 Sec 4(a)(x)(F) requires the
following to be provided in the Mine Unit Package: Expected changes in pressure, native
groundwater displacement, direction of movement of injection fluid and a drawdown
projection, including a map, which describes the extent of groundwater drawdown in the
ore zone aquifer for the life of the first wellfield, through restoration. And the MU 1
package must address the ROI in overlying and underlying aquifers. Several comments
in this review have addressed portions of these requirements. However, LQD expects the
entire suite of requirements in Chapter 11, Sec 4(a)(x)(F) and W.S. §35-11-428(a)(ii)(B)
and W.S. §35-11-428(a)(iii)(E)to be addressed in the MU] Package.18 (MM, BRW)
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LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - Per the discussion during the February 25, 2010 meeting between
WDEQ-LQD and LC ISR, LLC, LC ISR, LLC believes the Response to Comment V5,
RP#5 and the associated changes to Section OP 3.6.3.3, submitted in February 2010,
address this comment as well. LQD will review that information in relation to this
comment.

LOD (4/10) - Response partially acceptable. The reviewers will await acceptable
responses to Master Permit Comments OP-111 and RP-5. (BR W)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Please refer to Responses to Comments OP #111 and RP #5.

LQD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. Please see Comment RP-5. (BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - Please see the response to Comment RP #5.

LOD (10/10) - Response partially acceptable. Please see Comment RP-5. (BR W)

LC ISR, LLC (11/10} - Please see the response to Comment OP #105.

LQD (12/10) - Adding a permit commitment to monitor existing wells on or near the
proposed permit perimeter of Lost Creek will resolve this impact/mitigation item
(specifically Sweetwater pit lake). These wells would be checked for water levels at
some frequency (i.e. quarterly) to determine if the model is correct and if impacts are
possibly occurring.

An item regarding Plate OP-4 listed under RP-5: the October 2010 LQD comment made
reference to providing a complete legend to Plate OP-4. Plate OP-4 has been replaced by
Plates OP-4a and OP-4b. The Note section appears to be an attempt to address the
reviewer's prior comment, but the notes provided are unclear as to what they are
pertaining to. Can you address this?

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - Please see the response to Comment OP #105.
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RECLAMATION PLAN

JANUARY 2009 - LQD COMMENTS ON THE MAIN PERMIT
DOCUMENT

5) LQD (1109) - Please provide a hydrologic impact assessment (surface and ground water)
of the final anticipated conditions. This should include recovery times ground water,
potential changes in water chemistry, etc. (BR W)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) -

Surface Water
As discussed in Appendix D6, Section D6.1.1, all of the surface water features at the
site are ephemeral and relatively small. The only anticipated temporary impacts to the
surface water system during operations may occur along roads, where it may be
necessary to route drainages through culverts under the roads (Section OP 2.6) or
route runoff around facilities (Operations Plan Attachment OP-4). These features
should not affect flow rates or water quality because: of the low relief across the site
and the limited surface water flows; only the drainage pattern in the immediate
vicinity of the roads and structures may need to be altered (if at all); the culverts will
be appropriately sized; and any disturbances associated with installation of the
structures will be reclaimed immediately after installation (Section OP 2.7). The
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan also has provisions for evaluating construction
impacts and unanticipated impacts such as spills. Provisions for spill detection and
response are also addressed in Section OP 2.9.

Once reclamation of the site is completed, no permanent impacts to the surface water
system are anticipated. As discussed in Sections RP 3.0 and 4.0 of the Reclamation
Plan, all of the surface facilities are scheduled for removal and reclamation. The
landowner (BLM) could request that a road (and associated culverts) be left in place,
which may mean a permanent change to the drainage pattern. However, by that time,
any potential problems with the function of the culvert(s) should have been detected
and repaired. As noted above, any spill-related impacts will be addressed at the time
of the spill.

Groundwater
Please see OP 3.1 and Response to Comment V5, OP# 105.

LOD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. While the reviewer admits there will generally
be no measureable impacts to the surface water drainage system as described in the text
above. However, the reviewer could not find the summary discussion provided as a
response within the application text. The permanent postmine impoundment at the
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Sweetwater Mill, whose source of supply is the Battle Springs aquifer, is not that far
away from the proposed operation. There is no mention as to what impacts, if any, the
project drawdown may have on this facility.

Regarding ground water, LC has provided some information in response to Comment OP
#105. The majority of the response provided information could not be found in the
application text. As requested, please provide maps that illustrate projected areal extent
offive or more feet of drawdown. Please provide an estimated recovery time and include
the methodology used to make the calculation. While the reviewer understands that wells
within one-half mile of the projected disturbance will be plugged and abandoned, there
are several wells, some of which are assumed to serve as stock water supply, that are
outside one-half mile radius, but easily within two miles of the permit area boundary. No
assessment has been provided regarding the potential impacts to these wells, nor a
commitment to replace if the well is impacted. Please make the appropriate revisions to
the application text and also see the response to Comment OP #105. (BR W)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) -

Surface Water -
Section OP 2.11 was renamed and the discussion from the above response on the
limited operational impacts to surface water has been incorporated into Section OP
2.11.1. The discussion from the above response on the limited reclamation impacts
to surface water was incorporated into Section RP 4.5.2.

Ground Water
The discussion in Section OP 3.6.3.3 was updated in response to the above comment.

Ground water recovery rates are discussed in a new Section RP 4.6.

With respect to the BLM wells, please see Comment V2, D6#30, which was resolved
as of December 2009 (letter of December 21, 2009 from A. Boyle (WDEQ-LQD) to
J. Cash (LC ISR, LLC). As part of that resolution, monitoring of the wells was added
to Attachment OP-8 and a replacement commitment was added to the last paragraph
of Section D6.3. A cross-reference to that commitment has been added in Section
2.11.2.2.

LQD (3/10) - Response not acceptable. Thank you for adding a section to address
Cumulative Hydrologic Impacts to mining. There are some incorrect references on page
OP-57; the references should be Section D6.3 and Plate D6-6A rather than Section OP
6.3 and Plate OP-6A. Two approaches are presented for analyzing drawdown within the
production zone (HJ Snad): (1) Darcy Strip, and (2) Theis Analysis and both approaches
have their limitations. The reviewer performed independent calculations using the Theis
approach and produced estimates similar to those presented in the text.
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The reviewer understands that the aquifer should be dewatered by the proposed
operation, rather that there should only be a decline in head. Therefore, in theory, no
impact should occur to surrounding wells. Because the formation in which the wells in
the surrounding area is unknown, not to mention pump elevation and capability, there
could be an impact to well production. Figure OP-I OB is not adequate to represent areal
extent of potential impacts as the location of the surrounding water resources is not
illustrated. Please provide a map similar to Plate D6-1B that illustrates areal extent of
drawdown as it relates to adjacent water resources.

The reviewer admits the areal extent of the estimated / measured five-foot drawdown
associated with mining activity will be limited. A much greater impact will be associated
with the water supply needs for various operations at the mine. The predictions provided
use the estimated transmissivity and storativity values for HJ sand as a means of
predicting impact. The reviewer questions why this was done when transmissivity
estimates for the FG sand (e.g., approximately 300 gpd/fi) and KM sand (e.g.,
approximately 550 gpd/fi) are available. Based on actual data, the estimates for areal
extent of drawdown are less than predicted. Please revise the text and estimates in
Section 3.6.3.4 to reflect, to the degree possible, the available aquifer test analysis
results. (BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The response has been broken down into its major components,
(numbered (a), (b), and (c)) to allow for more concise answers. (See also Comments
OP# 105 and OP # 114.).

c. LQD (3/10) - 3rd paragraph - The transmissivity used for the drawdown
assessment for the water supply wells was the most conservative of the available
values, and it was easier to run all the calculations with the same number. As
noted in the above response, LC ISR, LLC has committed to sampling the water
supply wells of concern outside the permit boundary and working with BLM to
ensure the water supplies from those wells are not interrupted. Therefore, it is not
clear what benefit would be gained from running the calculations with less
conservative numbers.

LOD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. A telephone conversation was held
(between LQD and Petrotek personnel) regarding this comment. LC's response to
this comment is contrary to what transpired during that telephone conversation.
Some time ago the reviewer agreed not to require LC to go through an extended
modeling exercise using a two-dimensional ground water model such as Visual
Modflow. Rather, LC could take a much simpler approach to prediction of ground
water impacts using Big-Well Theory (Theis analysis). The reviewer recognized
and conceded that predictions would be conservative because there is no
accounting for recharge.

The map provided, Figure OP-i Ob, is not acceptable as it represents nothing more
than a plane floating in space. In other words, there is no attachment to the Public
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Land Survey System or if the grid provided actually represents a known and
accepted coordinate system. There is no identification of other water resources in
the area that maybe potentially impacted.

Specific to comments made regarding sands other than production zone and the
potential impacts of the water supply wells; again the response is not acceptable.
Sometime ago, the reviewer agreed not to push for performing multi-well test on
those aquifers above and below the production horizon, the purpose of which was
to completely characterize each of these aquifers. Estimates of transmissivity
values for both the FG and KM horizons are available from earlier single well
pump tests completed by Hydro Engineering, yet were not even mentioned in the
text. LC's response was "it was easier to run all the calculations with the same
number ". This is an unconvincing line of reasoning for not performing a relatively
simple calculation. While the reviewer acknowledges that the results produced by
the generic calculations are more conservative, some mention should be made
concerning actual data. Please see the original comment (LQD 3/10) and make
the appropriate revisions/updates to the text and mapping. (BRW, MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - Figure OP-10b has now become Plate OP-4 and has been
revised to include surface topography, surface water features and identification of
water wells within the area of interest. The Sweetwater Pit is also indicated on the
plate. Wells are identified by numbers that are cross referenced to Table D6-12b.

The estimates of drawdown from pumping of water supply wells during ISR
operations at the Permit Area have been recalculated using transmissivity
estimates provided in the Permit Application for the FG and KM Horizons. In
addition, Section OP 3.6.3.4 has been revised.

LOD (10/10) - Response partially acceptable. The plate provided by LC and
revised text are partially acceptable. The Plate's legend is incomplete as there is
no identification of the symbols and "numbers" used to identify the wells. Please
provide a "sticker" with these items that can be affixed to the map under the
Legend Heading that identifies the remaining symbols utilized on the map.

Second, plate indicates 20+ feet of drawdown in the vicinity of the Sweetwater Pit
Lake, which is an approved postmine feature. Water quality samples collected to
date indicate that it has and continues to meet class of use standards. Pumping of
the pit ceased in 1983 and reached "steady-state" conditions in late 1995. Over
the next 15+ years, the fluctuation in water levels has been approximately two
feet. As a result wetlands have become established along the pit lake's shoreline.

The reviewers recognize that the Theis analysis utilized is extremely conservative
as there is no recharge consideration. Thus, the likelihood that 20+ feet of
drawdown would ever be observed in the vicinity of the Sweetwater Pit Lake is in
all probability quite low. The impoundment is ground water fed with the Battle
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Spring Formation as it source. However, it is unknown which sands within the
Battle Spring Formation are exposed by the pit and whether they are the same
sands being proposed for mining by LC. Monitoring well M-1 is located between
the Sweetwater Pit Lake and LC's proposed operation, has been monitored since
1979 and over the last 20 years water levels have remained relatively constant.
Given that there is a level of uncertainty associated with the radius of influence
and the degree of connectivity between the Sweetwater Pit Lake and LC's
proposed operation is unknown, please provide a commitment to work with the
Sweetwater Mill operator in the monitoring of well M-1 and the Sweetwater Pit
Lake and to utilize the data collected in an annual assessment of the radius 'of
influence. Second, as the Sweetwater Pit Lake is an approved postmine feature,
please provide a commitment to work with the Sweetwater Mill operator and the
DEQ/LQD in the development and implementation of a remediation plan should it
be determined that the lake was impacted. Please also see Comment OP- 105.
(BRW, MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - Please see the response to item OP-105.

LOD (12/10) - Adding a permit commitment to monitor existing wells on or near
the proposed permit perimeter of Lost Creek will resolve this impact/mitigation
item (specifically Sweetwater pit lake). These wells would be checked for water
levels at some frequency (i.e. quarterly) to determine if the model is correct and if
impacts are possibly occurring.

An item regarding Plate OP-4 listed under RP-5: the October 2010 LQD comment
made reference to providing a complete legend to Plate OP-4. Plate OP-4 has been
replaced by Plates OP-4a and OP-4b. The Note section appears to be an attempt to
address the reviewer's prior comment, but the notes provided are unclear as to
what they are pertaining to. Can you address this?

LC ISR. LLC (1/11)- Please see the response to Comment OP #105.

0
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Lost Creek ISR, LLC MINE NAME: Lost Creek ISR Project PERMIT NO.: N/A

1, John Cash , an authorized representative of Lost Creek ISR. LLC declare that only the items listed
on this and all consecutively numbered Index Sheets are intended as revisions to the current permit document. In the eent that other ch nges inadvertently
occurred due to this revision, those unintentional alterations will not be considered approved. Please Initial and date. _a nt , L,-- ,
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2) List all revision or change elements in sequence by volume number; number index sheets sequentially as needed.
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1 of 5A Fi Page xviii Page xviii Updated Detailed Table of Contents.Adj File 11

2 of 5 Page xviii Page xviii Updated Detailed Table of Contents.
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3a of 5 Page xviii Page xviii Updated Detailed Table of Contents.

3b of 5 Page xviii Page xviii Updated Detailed Table of Contents.
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Page OP-iii Page OP-iii Updated Operations Plan Table of Contents
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Ops Plan & Figure OP-6b Figure OP-6b Updated in response to LQD comments

-_ _ Plan Figure OP-8d Inserted new figure that was previously submitted unofficially for review.
-_sticker for Plate OP-4a Please apply sticker over "Note: The majority.., in Appendix D-6)"
-_sticker for Plate OP-4b Please apply sticker over "Note: The majority... In Appendix D-6)"
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At least 560 uranium exploration holes had been drilled in Permit Area prior to 2000.
The plates and table in Attachment D5-2 present the locations and total depths of all the
known historic drill holes drilled in the Permit Area. The information that LC ISR LLC

has pertaining to historic drill hole abandonment and re-plugging is provided in Table
D5-3, including total depths of holes.

There have been continuing efforts over the years to ensure that drill holes are properly
abandoned. In the early 1980s, the Conoco/Texasgulf Joint Venture worked to correct a
WDEQ LQD violation resulting from incorrect surface capping and hole abandonment.

Copies of the memos to WDEQ LQD explaining the work are included as Attachment
D5-3. WDEQ-LQD subsequently approved the hole abandonment and released the bond.

In 2006, LC ISR, LLC re-located and re-abandoned twelve historic holes (Table D5-3).
A drill rig was placed on each hole, and the hole was reamed/washed to 650 fbs A

mixture of BH Thermal Grout, exceeding WDEQ-LQD Rules and Regulations Chapter 8
requirements, was pumped into the hole as the drill stem was retrieved. No effort was
made to determine the depth of historic drill mud but the rig did have to ream/wash out
mud from each hole. The upper 25 feet of each hole was plugged with cement. An
attempt to relocate three additional holes was unsuccessful. LC ISR, LLC supplied this
information to WDEQ-LQD in a letter dated January 15, 2007 (Attachment D5-3). In
2008, geologists discovered four historic holes with failed surface caps (Holes TT31,
TT80, TT96, and TT141). Drill rigs were put on each of the four holes so they could be
re-plugged. In each case, the drill stem was lowered between 180 and 220 fbs before
hitting significant resistance. The holes were washed out and re-plugged to surface using
grout. Each hole was also re-capped. Table D5-3 contains information pertaining to the

re-abandonment of these four holes.

Some pumping tests have shown very minor communication between the overlying and
underlying aquifers and the HJ horizon (Section 6.2.2.3). There are several possible
reasons for this communication, one of which is leakage through an improperly

abandoned drill hole(s). However, the consistent nature of the response, regardless of
distance from the pumping well, suggests that leakage through an improperly abandoned
hole(s) is not the most likely cause of communication. Other more likely causes are:

pumping from other wells in the area; regional communication between aquifers;

background trends; or leakage through the juxtaposed aquifers across the Lost Creek
Fault.

If additional, improperly abandoned drill holes are found in the future, LC ISR, LLC will
plug the holes as described above. In particular, before operations begin in a mine unit, a
field inspection will be performed to locate any historic holes with surface capping
issues. If the inspection identifies any capping problems, the hole will be re-entered with

a drill rig or tremie pipe and re-plugged with grout. A new cement surface cap will also

Lost Creek Project
WDEQ-LQD Permit to Mine Application
Original Dec07; Rev1 I Jan 11
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be installed. Aquifer testing of the mine unit prior to operation will also help identify any
improperly abandoned holes that could interfere with mine unit operation.

Upon receipt of a permit to mine and prior to injecting mining solutions in Mine Unit 1,
LC ISR, LLC will attempt to locate and properly abandon all historic drill holes within

the monitor well ring boundary of Mine Unit 1. In the event that the majority of the
identified holes are located and abandoned such that there is an expectation that a
definitive conclusion can be obtained from additional testing, a pump test will be

performed to determine the effect of the hole abandonment effort. This pump test will be

designed to mimic the 2008 mine unit pump tests (length of test, wells monitored, and
pump rate).

The results of the test may show that the proper abandonment had a positive
impact on reducing communication between the aquifers and therefore future
mine units will need to go through the same effort. However if the pump test
results indicate no change in the drawdown observed in the overlying and
underlying aquifer, then it will be determined that the communication comes
from lack of geological controls. The results of the test will be added to the
permit document.

D5.2.4.2 Other Minerals

Historic and current oil and gas exploration drilling are also in the region. There are no

current oil and gas activities within the Basin that are completed in the same horizons as
those discussed for ISR production in this application. The nearest significant gas fields

are approximately ten miles to the southwest; therefore, no interference is anticipated
between oil and gas production activities and ISR activities. There is no exploration of
coal bed methane or other mineral resources within the Permit Area and the nearby

region.

D5.3 Seismology

The discussion of the seismology of the Permit Area and surrounding areas includes: an
analysis of historic seismicity; an analysis of the Uniform Building Code (UBC); a

deterministic analysis of nearby faults; an analysis of the maximum credible "floating
earthquake;" and a discussion of the existing short- and long-term probabilistic seismic
hazard analysis. The materials presented here are mainly based on the seismologic

characterization of Sweetwater, Carbon, Fremont, and Natrona Counties by James C.

Lost Creek Project
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Internal Pressure = Depth to Injection Zone x (Fracture Gradient - Water Gradient)

= 425 ft x (0.7 psi/ft - 0.433 psi/ft)
= 113.5 psi which is less than the 160 psi burst pressure

The pressure ratings provided by the manufacturer are at ambient conditions without the

benefit of cement supporting the casing or the lower temperatures typically seen
subsurface at the Lost Creek Project. Experience at other ISR operations has shown that,
using the proper weighting materials during cementing, PVC casing can be used at depths
in excess of 1,000 feet below ground surface. In addition, each well must pass a

mechanical integrity test prior to operation.

Typical well completions are illustrated in Figures OP-8a, OP-8b, and OP-8c. Figure
OP-8d illustrates how wellheads completed in drainages will be protected from runoff

from storms. Specifically, the purpose for wellhead protection in drainages is to deflect
the force of flood water and heavy objects carried by the water. Completion data for

installed wells will be submitted to NRC and WDEQ in the next Annual Report following

the completion of the wells.

OP 3.4 Well Integrity Testing
After a well (injection, production, or monitor) has been completed and before it is used
for any purpose (including water level measurements, sampling or pump testing), an MIT
of the well casing will be conducted. An MIT will also be conducted on any injection
well that has been damaged by surface or subsurface activity or that has had a drill bit or

cutting tool inserted in the well. Any well with evidence of suspected subsurface damage
will require an MIT prior to the well being returned to service. In addition, an MIT of

each injection well will be done once every five years unless an alternate schedule has

been reviewed and approved by WDEQ-LQD.

In the integrity test, the bottom of the casing adjacent to or below the confining layer

above the zone of interest is sealed withý an inflatable packer or other suitable device.
The top of the casing is then sealed in a similar manner or with a cap, and a pressure

gauge is installed to monitor the pressure inside the casing. The pressure in the sealed

casing is then increased to a specified test pressure and will maintain 95 percent of this
pressure for ten minutes to pass the test. If any well casing that fails the test cannot be

repaired, the well shall be plugged and abandoned.

The MIT pressure is determined by the well properties and the type of well. There are
three types of wells that will be tested at the Lost Creek Project: monitor well; production

well; and injection well. The following discusses the MIT pressure for each:

Monitor Well - The purpose of an MIT on a monitor well is to insure casing integrity

and that the samples received are only from the zone of interest; not from fluid leaking

Lost Creek Project
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W into the wellbore from other zones. Because a monitor well is only used for pumping
fluid out of the well, no pressure is seen on the casing. Therefore, the MIT pressure
cannot be based on the maximum operating pressure. Typically a representative MIT
pressure Will be chosen that will insure the well has mechanical integrity. Normally this

pressure will be at least 50 pounds per square inch (psi) as measured at the wellhead.

Production Well - The purpose of an MIT on a production well is to insure casing
integrity below the static and pumping fluid level and for potential future use as an

injection well. Because a production well is used for pumping fluid out of the well, no
pressure is seen on the casing other than that generated by the production fluid in the

wellbore. Therefore, the MIT pressure cannot be based on the maximum operating
pressure. However, during the operational life of a wellfield, injection and production
wells may be switched to modify production flow paths and increase overall recovery.

Because of this, the production well MITs are performed at the same pressure as the
injection wells within the same header house, as outlined below.

Injection Well - The purpose of an MIT on an injection well is to insure casing integrity
through the entire cased well. The MIT will typically be performed at 125% of the
maximum injection pressure as dictated by the fracture gradient and the casing depth. An

example is shown below:

0 MIT Pressure = Casing Depth x (Fracture Gradient - Water Gradient) x 1.25

= 425 ft x (0.7 psi/ft - 0.433 psi/fl) x 1.25

= 142 psi

If there are obvious leaks or the pressure drops by more than five percent during the ten-
minute period, the seals and fittings will be reset and/or checked and another test will be
conducted. If the pressure drops less than five percent, the well casing is considered to
have demonstrated acceptable mechanical integrity.

If a well casing does not meet the mechanical integrity criteria, the casing will be repaired
and the well re-tested or the well will be properly plugged within 120 days of the failed
test. If a repaired well passes the MIT, it will be employed in its intended service. Also,

if the well defect occurs at depth, the well may be plugged back and re-completed, within
120 days of the failed test, for use in a shallower zone, provided it passes an MIT after re-

completion. If an acceptable test cannot be obtained after repairs, the well will be
plugged within 120 days of the failed post-repair test. The documentation for the MITs
will include the well designation, date of the test, test duration, beginning and ending
pressures, and the signature of the individual responsible for conducting the test. Results
of the integrity tests shall be maintained on-site and will be available for inspection by

NRC and WDEQ. A list of wells receiving an MIT, the dates of those MITs, and the
designation of whether those wells passed or failed will be reported as part of the

Quarterly MIT Report to WDEQ. Additionally, a database maintained at the site will
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W include the records of the investigations performed to determine the cause of individual
well failures. This information will be available to provide a tracking system of MIT
well failures. Compilations of MIT failures will be produced and reviewed over time

to determine if there are common elements or factors that contribute to the well failures.

Additionally, as with any operational or engineering activity, any abnormal or

unexplained failures will be investigated. A variety of measures will be used during the
investigation including subsequent tests at varying depths and pressures. In addition, a
downhole camera may be used to support data obtained during the MIT(s). Also, typical
to any investigation will be the correlation of materials, equipment, personnel and
downhole conditions to the failure to determine if there is an ongoing problem. Any
documentation associated with investigations will be kept on-site and may be included as
part of the Quarterly MIT Report to the WDEQ-LQD.

In the event of a casing failure on an operating Well, investigations will include all of the

above as well as a determination of the extent of the leakage. Once the areal/vertical
extent of the release has been determined, a program of remediation will be reviewed
with the WDEQ-LQD and appropriate measures determined for containment and/or
recapture. Once approved, the remedial action will be initiated and reported in the

Quarterly MIT Report to the WDEQ-LQD.

OP 3.5 Mine Unit Piping and Instrumentation
Each injection well and production well will be connected to a specified injection or
production manifold in a header house. The manifolds will route the injection solutions
and production fluids to and from the Plant. Flow meters and control valves will be
installed in the individual well lines to monitor and control the individual well flow rates

and pressures.

Mine unit pipingwill be HDPE, PVC, stainless steel, or equivalent. The mine unit piping
will typically be designed for an operating pressure of 150 pound force per square inch
gauge (psig); and it will be operated at pressures equal to or less than the design pressure.
The typical pressure rating, for both the PVC and HDPE piping materials used, is
between 160 and 200 psig. If a higher design pressure is needed, the pressure rating of
the materials will be evaluated and, if necessary, materials with a higher pressure rating
will be used.

The individual well lines and trunk lines to the Plant will be buried to prevent freezing.
The use of header houses and buried lines has been proven an effective method of

protecting the pipelines at other ISR facilities with similar weather conditions to those at

the Permit Area.0
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I IApprox, 36'
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THE MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
WILL BE SUITABLE TO PROTECT
AGAINST A TEN YEAR STORM EVENT
(SUCH AS CULVERT, STEEL CASING,
ETC.)

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

Littleton, Colorado USA

FIGURE OP-8d
Monitor Well Protection For
Drainage Areas
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database. The ID number can be cross-referenced with
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included but are discussed in Appendix D-6.
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The responses are organized as follows:

If a comment has been resolved, that comment is no longer included; or
If a comment has not been resolved, then the complete series of comment and response

text is included. The initial LQD comment is italicized, and the most
recent LQD comment is in bold font.

This document combines outstanding comments from the following:

February 2010:
April 2010:
July 2010:

October 2010:

December 2010:

LQD comments, on the Mine Unit 1 Application;
New LQD comments, on the Mine Unit 1 Application;
LQD comments on the Main Permit Document, relevant to the Mine
Unit 1 Application;
LQD comments on the Main Permit Document, relevant to the Mine
Unit 1 Application; and
LQD comments, on the Mine Unit 1 Application.
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RESPONSES TO WDEQ/LQD FEBRUARY 2010 COMMENTS

17) LOD (2/10) - Section 3.2 and 3.4.1 Soil Conditions and Soils. Twenty-four inches of topsoil
stripping was used as a conservative estimate in order to determine the volume of topsoil to
be stockpiled, yet is inaccurate. Attachment MU] 3-1 Section 4.0 indicates a topsoil depth of
19 to 24 inches for the Poposhia Loam (10% of the Study Area), six to 12 inches for the
Teagulf Sandy Loam (15% of the Study Area), and 14 to 18 inches for the Pepal Sandy Loam
(75% of the Study Area). Please definitively identify a recommended salvage depth for each
soil series and revise Section 3.4.1, topsoil depths, topsoil stockpile volumes as appropriate.
In addition, please provide a map showing topsoil suitability/stripping depths and revise
table MU] 3-1 to include the depth and volume of soils to be salvaged from each of the
various areas. Also, include a description of how the disturbed areas were calculated for
roads and header houses. 166 (B W, MM)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - Table MUl 3-1 and Figure MUl 3-1 have been updated to include
more site-specific information. The topsoil stockpile locations shown on Figure MU1 1-3
were not updated because those locations represent the most conservative case, i.e., the most
disturbance that could be associated with topsoil stockpiles. The dimensions used for the
calculations are discussed in the first paragraph in Section 3.4.

LOD (4/10) - Response not acceptable - Table MU] 3-1 and Figure MU] 3-1 have been
revised. However, Table MU] 3-1 Page 2 of 2 makes absolutely no sense; it is unknown what
is being represented here, total volumes or ?. Figure MU] 3-1 contains numerous colors that
do not correspond to anything in the legend. This is probably due to the overlapping of
various features on the map. It is assumed that several of the submittal maps are part of a
site GIS where various "layers" are turned on dependent of what the map is intended to
depict. As a result, colors are generated that are not represented in the legend, thus, for
example, it would be prudent to make the "MU] Proposed Pattern Area " Hollow (with a
border)" such that the soil series mapping and associated stripping depths, the principle
interest of this Figure, are actually clear. The soils depths listed in the table and on the map
are incorrect. Please make the appropriate revisions to the Table and Figure to present a
clear picture ofprojected soil salvage. (BRW, MM)

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - On Page 2 of 2 in Table MU1 3-1, the row headings were clarified
and the topsoil salvage volumes were revised. For consistency with Table OP-2 in the Main
Permit Application, a topsoil depth of 24 inches was used to conservatively estimate
maximum topsoil stockpile volumes (& associated footprints). In addition, disturbance areas
in Tables MUL 3-1 and 3-2 were revised for consistency with revisions made to Table OP-2
in the Main Permit Application.
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The topsoil stripping depths noted in Figure MU1 3-1 were revised to match the topsoil
suitability depths of Attachment MU 1 3-1. Per LQD's guidance, the "MU 1 Proposed Pattern
Area" in Figure MU1 3-1, as well as Figure MU1 3-2, was made hollow with a border to
avoid confusion.

LQD (12/10) - Response acceptable - LC has revised Figure MU1 3-1 such that the
denotation of the various soil types and features is clear. Updates to Table MU1 3-1 page 2 of
2 have been made to the point where numbers and units can be figured out due to language
included in the row descriptions. However, the heading to column 3 is still incorrect. The
heading should read Total and not Total Disturbance (acres) because not all of the values in
this column deal with area, rather they are a combination of area and volume. (BRW)

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - This item was addressed as part of the December 2010 submittal. It
appears that this correction did not make it into the LQD copy of the MUl Data Package.
Therefore, a second amended table is being submitted with this response.

22) LOD (2/10) - Section 5.1.4: This section explains that the monitoring well ring distance was
chosen to be 500' in the fall of 2008 because it was considered industry standard.
Subsequent to the construction of the monitor well ring, the November and December 2008
pump tests were conducted. The results of the pump tests showed a minimum ROI after two
days of pumping of approximately 2,600 feet (North Pump Test). The conclusion was
essentially that any ROI greater than 500 feet would render the 500' monitor well ring
viable. However, Guideline 4 asks that the location of the monitoring wells be based on
gradient considerations, dispersivity of recovery fluids, the initial excursion recovery
measures employed by the operator, the normal mining operational flare, and the
recoverability with the allowable regulatory time frame. Monitor well locations should be
based on a groundwater flow model or other technically justified methods. Please provide a
scientific, site specific justification for the monitor well spacing. (MLB, AB)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - As discussed in Response to Comment MUl #9, installation of the
monitor well ring, including well spacing, was discussed with LQD staff during a meeting on
June 25, 2008. The approval to install the monitor wells was received and bond posted prior
to installation (see Update 3 of DN334 which was approved on May 14, 2008 in a letter from
Don McKenzie). Approval of the plan was included with the approval of the Revision to
Update 4 for Drilling Notification No. 334DN which was received on October 23, 2008.
Therefore, based on this approval, the perimeter monitor wells were installed. At that time,
two regional pump tests had been conducted; therefore, information on aquifer characteristics
and anticipated well responses was available.

The MU1 pump tests confirm that the well spacing is appropriate in that all of the wells
responded to pumping, as discussed in Response to Comment MU1 #16. (In some cases, the
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response was greater than required for other ISR operations.) Based on the discussion in
Section 5.1.4 of the Mine Unit 1 Application concerning the radius of influence and the lack
of the influence on groundwater flow due to paleochannels within the HJ Horizon LC ISR,
LLC believes that the spacing of the monitor wells is appropriate for MU1.

LOD (4/10) - Response not acceptable. The LQD refers LC personnel to LQD's clarification
letter dated March 11, 2010 with regard to the pertinence and applicability of LQD's
approval of revisions to DN 334 as a mechanism for approval of monitor well ring wells. LC
is directed to the original question which, restated, is asfollows: Please provide a scientific,
site specific justification for the monitor well spacing. The justification should include
Guideline 4, Section III C, 5(b), requirements listed above in the original comment. (AB and
MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Pursuant to the results of the May 6, 2010 meeting with the LQD
Lander Field Office, LC ISR, LLC is currently assembling a model to support the placement
of the monitor wells. The results of the model were not finalized at the time this response
was submitted but will be provided as soon as possible.

LOD (7/10) - Item unresolved. Rationale was presented to the LQD during a July 6, 2010
meeting in Lander. A series of Figures showing the location of the wells relative to each of
the ore zones in the four sands within the HJ horizon. These figures explain the geometry of
the well spacing and are still under review. Beyond this demonstration, there will need to be
a presentation of the scientific basis for the 500 feet based on hydrologic conditions, and not
just because it is the 'industry standard'. As stated in the original comment, "the location of
the monitoring wells must be based on gradient considerations, dispersivity of recovery
fluids, the initial excursion recovery measures employed by the operator, the normal mining
operational flare (the lateral and vertical extend of affected area under normal operating
conditions), and the recoverability with the allowable regulatory time frame. Monitor well
locations should be based on a groundwater flow model or other technically justified
methods. Please provide a scientific, site specific justification for the monitor well spacing. "

During a July 20th meeting between DEQ and EPA to discuss the approach for an aquifer
exemption, the EPA continued to emphasize that there must be a scientific basis for the
aquifer exemption boundary. It was conveyed that the monitor well ring location has a
scientific basis, yet that information still needs to be presented for this application. Once
presented those hydrologic parameters may then be utilized for establishing the aquifer
exemption boundary.

Beyond the Monitoring Well Ring spacing of 490-500 feet, the LQD has ongoing concerns
regarding the screened intervals of the wells. As conveyed during recent discussions, the
LQD ideally would like each of the four sands monitored individually. This is based on the
way the HJ horizon has been presented as having four discrete sand horizons, splitting
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rather than lumping the HJ aquifer. Screening across discrete multiple sands creates the
potential for cross contamination; dilution of a plume limiting its detection; the inability to
determine the source of the plume; and the misrepresentation of each horizon in the sample
depending on the pump location down the well. The LQD and WQD are still discussing this
issue internally. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (9/10) - This response will be forthcoming in the Mine Unit 1 responses based
on communications with WDEQ.

LOD (10/10) - Item unresolved. This item will be deferred to the Mine Unit 1 review. (AB,
MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - On November 12, 2010, LC ISR, LLC provided the LQD with a
numerical model, prepared by Petrotek, of the first mine unit. The numerical model
demonstrates that a monitor well ring placed 500 feet away from the production zone and
with 500-foot spacing between monitor wells is adequate to detect an excursion and allow
timely recovery (typically less than 30 days). The language in Section 5.1.4 of the MUl
Application was revised to discuss the results of the numerical model in support of the
spacing of the monitor well ring.

LQD 12/10 - This item is not resolved. The Petrotek numerical model is referenced in
Section 5.1.4 and provides a scientific demonstration of the effectiveness for the 500 foot
spacing of the monitoring ring wells. The following comments are in reference to the newly
submitted model:

a) LQD requests that the information submitted in a separate package on November 12,
2010 be included as an Attachment to the Mine Unit package.

LC ISR, LLC (1/11) - The summary of the Hydrologic Model provided to LQD on
November 12, 2010 has been revised to address the LQD comments below. The
revised summary is being supplied as Attachment MU1 5-1. The text in Section 5.1.4
has also been revised to introduce the Hydrologic Model.

b) A CD with the Model input and output files is referenced as Attachment A, but was
not provided. A copy should be provided for the November 12, 2010 submittal and
subsequently included with the addition of the information to the Mine Unit package.

LC ISR, LLC (1/11) - The CD containing the model inputs/outputs has been included
in Attachment MU 1 5-1.
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c) Within the November 12, 2010 submittal, it is not clear how the Fault is being
modeled. It is not discussed as a boundary condition. Further explanation regarding
the modeling of the fault needs to be provided.

LC ISR, LLC (1/11) - The Lost Creek Fault has been demonstrated, through various
hydrologic tests, to be a partial hydraulic barrier to groundwater flow. Therefore, the
Fault was not modeled using the boundary condition functions available in the
MODFLOW code. Instead, the Fault is modeled as a zone of low hydraulic
conductivity. The hydraulic conductivity of the Fault was adjusted during model
calibration until similar drawdown that was observed during the hydrologic tests was
replicated in the model simulation. A calibration simulation using a hydraulic
conductivity of 0.001 ft/d for the Fault provided a reasonable fit to the drawdowns
observed during the hydrologic tests at observation wells located across the Fault
from the pumping wells.

d) The aquifer properties are described on Page 7. It states that the hydraulic
conductivity values are assigned for three zones. The HJ horizon north of the Lost
Creek fault and south of the Lost Creek fault are both presented. Please include the
value for hydraulic conductivity that was assigned for the fault zones.

LC ISR, LLC (1/11) - The hydraulic conductivity of the faults was assigned a value
of 0.001 ft/d based on the results of the calibration efforts. Figure 4 and the text of
the modeling report have been revised to more clearly indicate the hydraulic
conductivity of the faults.

e) Please explain the reasoning for not assigning a different storativity or porosity value
for the fault zones.

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - A primary objective in calibration of the model was to simulate
the drawdown that occurred across the Fault, opposite the pumping wells, during
hydrologic testing of the HJ aquifer system. In general, observed drawdown directly
across the Fault was an order of magnitude lower as a result of the barrier effects of
the Fault. To simulate the partial barrier effects of the Fault, the Fault was modeled
as a zone of low hydraulic conductivity. Calibration simulations were run varying the
hydraulic conductivity of the HJ Horizon and the Fault until a reasonable match to the
drawdown observed during the hydrologic tests was obtained. Although it was
feasible to vary the storativity of the Fault during the calibration, this would simply
have added another variable to the calibration, without adding benefit to the model
calibration. The key factor was that the calibrated model replicated the partial barrier
effects observed in the hydrologic tests. The porosity term in the model has no effect
on the calibration simulation results and is only utilized in particle tracking to
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calculate groundwater velocity. The storativity of the HJ Horizon aquifer was based
on the results of the site specific hydrologic tests.

f) The Operations Plan, Section 3.6.3 states that the projected bleed rate will be between
0.5 and 1.5 percent, yet the model used 0.52 to 0.77 percent. Why was not the
maximum bleed rate of 1.5% utilized as a conservative approach?. How would the
maximum bleed rate affect the five-foot drawdown contour?

LC ISR, LLC (1/1 1) - The 0.5 to 1.5 percent bleed cited in the Operations Plan
represents the typical range for an iSR operation. The model indicates that a bleed
rate of 0.77 percent or less during production is adequate to control lixiviant;
therefore, there was no need to increase the bleed above that value. The results of the
modeling are based on site specific aquifer properties determined from numerous
hydrologic tests. It should also be noted that the maximum bleed during production
operations was 38.2 gpm (Table 4); but during RO, the net extraction was 67.6 gpm.
The five-foot drawdown contour from the RO simulation (Figure 17) provides a
reasonable assessment of the worst case scenario with respect to drawdown impacts
to the HJ Horizon.

g) The RO treatment is based on the treatment of six pore volumes, yet Section RP2.3.3
of the Reclamation Plan states that 7.3 pore volumes will be displaced during the RO
phase of restoration. What resultant net loss of the HJ Horizon aquifer would there be
if the model assumed 7.3 pore volumes? How many months would it take to handle
the revised capacity? How would it effect the predicted five foot drawdown contour
location? (AB)

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - The 7.2 pore volumes (PV) listed in the table in Section RP
2.3.3 is the sum of all active groundwater restoration activities including 0.3 PV of
groundwater sweep, 6.0 PV of RO, and 1.0 PV of recirculation. The 1.0 PV of
recirculation will have no impact on groundwater drawdown because 100 percent of
the water is returned to the aquifer. The 6.0 PV of RO and 0.3 PV of recirculation are
already accounted for in the numerical groundwater model. It should also be noted
that although 6.3 pore volumes will be "displaced", a large percentage of the water
will be returned to the aquifer after RO treatment as per standard industry practice.
The numerical model also takes this into account.

23) LOD (2/10) - Section 5.2.1: This section addresses monitoring of the LFG and UKM sands
across the fault. Figures MU] 5-1 and MU] 5-2 depicts pattern areas in the UHJ and LHJ
respectively that are juxtaposed with either the LFG or UKM sands on the opposite side of
the fault. Those figures also depict monitoring wells in the LFG or UKM sands to
demonstrate that LC will be able to readily detect cross-fault excursions of lixiviant during
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solution mining. The depiction of the UHJ and LHJ pattern areas in Figures MU] 5-1 and 5-
2 implies that there are also middle HJ (MHJ) pattern areas in the Mine Unit. Assuming
there are MHJ pattern areas, they should be discussed in this section and they should be
depicted on an additional figure to demonstrate that they, too, will be adequately monitored
across the fault.

Lastly, to more clearly depict pattern areas near the fault, please provide a localized cross
section at each of the pattern areas near the fault to indicate the known displacement and
juxtaposition of the sands across the fault. Along cross section A-A' on Attachment MU] 2-1,
Figure 2-7, there is connection of the HJ horizon north of the fault with the FG Horizon
south of the fault, and connection with the HJ horizon south of the fault with the KM horizon
north of the fault. Regardless of whether the production zone is in the upper, middle or
lower HJ with the entire aquifer under production and under pressure the possibility of an
excursion either direction outside the production zone exists and needs to be presented and
discussed. Please review all possible connections between upper and lower aquifers and the
production zone, and present the engineering controls for avoiding an excursion, and the
additional monitoring wells to be used to ensure that a cross formation excursion does not
occur.II (MLB, AB)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - The requested review has been completed by LC ISR, LLC and
Section 5.2.1 has been revised to include a discussion of the MHJ Sands. Additional maps
showing the possible cross fault connections have been provided in the Mine Unit 1
Application, and an additional cross section has been included in the Attachment MU1 2-1.
LC ISR, LLC staff also met with LQD staff in the WDEQ Lander office on March 18, 2010
and presented a detailed discussion on these issues. Please see Response to Comment MU1
#33 regarding engineering controls.

LQD (4/10) - Response not acceptable. As noted in a March 24th emailfrom the Division to
John Cash, the information presented during the March 18th meeting in Lander was helpful,
but additional information was requested for submittal in the Mine Unit package:

i. To better demonstrate LC's ability to detect excursions in. the overlying and
underlying aquifers, the 21 'cross stitches' and map showing the stitch locations
relative to the HJ production zones should be included in the MU package. All
screened intervals in the monitoring wells should be indicated on the cross sections,
so that it is clear that the well is screened appropriately to detect an excursion from a
production zone juxtapositioned across the fault. In addition, please provide a Table
which presents each of the potential juxtaposition scenarios, the production zone
interval versus the monitoring well intervals, the distance from the fault of the nearest
monitoring well, and the Figure No. which illustrates the juxtaposition. (AB)
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LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - The requested stitches were previously submitted to LQD on
September 9th to assist with the review. However, LC ISR, LLC, pursuant to LQD's
request, is incorporating the stitches into the MU1 Data Package. Therefore, please
insert Plates MUl 5-2 and MU1 5-3 into the MUl document. The cross section maps
indicate where there is juxtaposition across the fault and also indicate how the
monitor wells are completed. Finally, LC ISR, LLC wishes to point out again that the
fault acts as a significant barrier to flow and leakage through the fault during
operations is unlikely but will be monitored nonetheless.

LQD (12/10) - The addition of Plates MUl 5-2 and MU1 5-3 is a welcome addition
to the document. Please also provide a table summarizing the juxtaposition scenarios
as originally requested. This item is not resolved. (AB)

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - The information requested is already presented in the plates
and figures in the MU 1 Package. Presenting the data in the requested tabular form
would be redundant and provide no additional benefit to the reviewer or to the public.
Therefore, LC ISR, LLC declines to resupply existing data in a non-required format.

iii. How has the angle of the fault been determined? The position of the fault within the
production zone needs to be determined and presented in the discussion and on the
Figures and Plates. For example a 15 degree fault at 400foot depth would be 100
feet offset from its surface representation. How does this effect the ore zone located
in the graben block between the two faults? The location at depth should be
indicated on any map that represents the operation and monitoring of the wellfield.

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - The precise angle of the fault is not known but is believed to
be approximately 85 degrees; based on close spaced drilling. The position of the fault
on all maps and figures presented to the LQD is the position within the HJ horizon
and not at the surface.

LQD (12/10) - Section 2.1 Structural Geology should state the angle of the faults
within the Mine Units and also include the statement that the fault location on the
maps is the faults position within the HJ horizon, and not at the surface. This item is
unresolved. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (1/11) - As requested, Section 2.1 of the MUl package has been revised
to include the estimated angle of the Fault and a description of the Fault projection on
the maps.

iv. The cross sections that were provided with the March Mine Unit submittal have
generated the following comments:
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d) Figure MU1 5-3: Well MU-104 appears to be the monitoring well that would
serve as a cross fault monitor, yet is not designated in RED on the Figure.

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - Due to the additional cost of monitoring this horizon,
the MHJ2 patterns have been eliminated in the area of the splay thus negating
the need for cross fault monitoring. The revised Figure MU1 5-3 includes this
change.

LQD (12/10) - This item is not resolved. With the elimination of a
production zone within the fault graben, Figure MUI1 4-1 needs to be revised
by removing the MU1 Proposed Pattern area illustrated between the Lost
Creek and Fault Splay. (AB)

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - Figure MU1 4-1 has been revised by removing the
production pattern within the fault splay.

e) Figure MU] 14-1: The location of the HJMU-IO1 and HJMU-110 wells is
different from the location designated on other maps in this series.

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - Wells HJMU-101 and HJMU-1 10 have been removed
from Figure MU1 4-1 as per the agreed upon monitoring plan.

LQD (12/10) - With the elimination of the production zone inside the fault
splay, there is no need for wells HJMU-101 and HJMU-1 10 to be part of the
monitoring plan. (AB)

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - Wells HJMU-101 and HJMU-1 10 were removed from
Table MU1 4-1a and from discussion in Section 5.2.1 as part of this revision.
These two wells were used solely for monitoring during pumptests and were
not part of the regional monitor well program nor were they required to satisfy
the density requirements for overlying or underlying monitor wells.

26) LOD (2/10) - Figure MU] 4-1 Mine Unit ] Monitor Well Locations Attachment MU] 2-1,
Appendix A, Well Completion reports. Given the MU] Proposed Pattern Area for the various.
sands the spacing of the monitoring well ring needs to be justified, and each of the sands
should be monitored individually. The current M wells are sometimes only screened in the
Middle HJ, and would not identify an excursion in the Upper or Lower HJ. [eg the west
(down gradient) end of the monitoring well ring (M-114, M-115, and M-116) are screened in
the MHJ sand only, yet the pattern area to the east contains proposed production zones in
the Upper, Middle and Lower HJ sands]. In addition there are M wells that have screened
intervals within each of the sands which would dilute any excursion within one of the zones.
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The footprints of the Upper and Lower HJ ore bearing zones are significantly smaller than
the footprint of the Middle HJ, and therefore the distance from the edge of the ore zone to the
current monitoring well ring is substantially more than the proposed 500 ft. distance. The
monitor well ring wells were installed in the summer of 2008, under a drilling notification,
prior to any discussion with or approval by the Division. A revised monitoring network
should be proposed and discussed with the Division prior to installation. 20 (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - Please see Response to Comment MU1 #22.

LOD (4/10) - Response not acceptable. Please refer to the clarification letter dated March
11, 2009. Although the Division is willing to accept the spacing of the monitoring ring wells
provided scientific justification is provided within the Mine Unit Package Section 5.1.4,
(Comment 22) the issue regarding the screened interval of the monitor well ring wells
inadequately detecting an excursion remains. Please respond directly to the comment
originally listed. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - See the response to item 22 above. After additional review and
subsequent approval by LQD, LC ISR, LLC has recompleted the monitor wells and installed
one trend well and one observation well as approved. One additional trend well remains to
be installed at this time. Figures MU1 4-1, MUl 5-1, MUl 5-2, MUI 5-3, and MU1 5-4
have been revised to show the new completions and locations of observation and trend wells.

LQD (12/10) - Item is not resolved. Please include a copy of the map shown on Slide 13 of
the model which was presented to the Division which justifies the rationale used for the
recompletes. Additional information will need to be added to the Figure, such as an
explanation of the pattern areas and various radii, scale, north arrow etc. A brief discussion
of this additional figure and the purpose of the trend wells should be added to the text of the
Mine Unit Application. In addition, the revised well completion diagrams for those wells
that were recompleted, and the two new trend wells needs to added to Appendix A of the
Petrotek report. (AB)

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - Slide 13 has been added to the Mine Unit 1 Application as Figure
MUI 5-6. Additional labels and a legend have been added to the figure for clarification. The
text in Section 5.1.4 has also been revised to include a discussion of the method for
determining how monitor wells will be completed.

Revised completion logs for the recompleted monitor wells, the new trend well, and the new
observation well are included with this submission. One additional trend well remains to be
installed at this time.
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NEW INFORMATION

LC ISR, LLC (11/10) - Pursuant to discussions with LQD, LC ISR, LLC has inserted new
language in Section MU1 4.1 and inserted new Figures MU1 4-2a, b, and c to describe the
recompletion of monitor wells on the ring.

NC-12/10) LQD - (This is a new comment resulting from the new information in LC ISR's
11/10 submittal). It is unclear how the sections noted as "open hole" on Figures MU1-4b and
MU1-4c will isolate the intervals not intended to be monitored. That is, the text in the
bottom of the second paragraph on Page MUI-14 (Section 4.1) states "Each of the three
recompletion techniques involves placing a screen through the interval being monitored and a
blank or casing across the intervals being isolated [emphasis added] from monitoring.
However, the presence of "open hole" appears to contradict the text. Please clarify. (MLB)

LC ISR. LLC (1/11) - The term "open hole" is used to indicate that the annulus is not
cemented in place. In the examples provided in Figures MU1-4b and MUl 4c, the open hole
at the depth contains a blank to prevent the inflow of water from non-monitored zones into
the well bore. During well development, the energy exerted in the annulus behind the blank
is minimal so the area will fill with poorly sorted fines that inhibit flow. The zones adjacent
to screens will be exposed to considerable energy during well development thus creating a
well sorted gravel pack which will become the preferred flow path. The differential sorting
will result in the majority of water being produced from the zones targeted for sampling.
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feature between the main Lost Creek fault and the splinter fault. Both the main Lost Creek Fault

and the splinter fault extend vertically through all the horizons of interest. Close spaced drilling

indicates that the angle of the Fault is relatively high angle, approximately 85 degrees. The maps

in this document, as well as the Permit to Mine Application, show the position of the Fault where

it intersects the HJ horizon.

2.2 Summary of Hydrogeologic Pump Tests

This section summarizes the hydrogeologic pump tests conducted by Petrotek Engineering

Corporation (Petrotek) within MU1. The Lost Creek Hydrologic Testing - Mine Unit 1 North

and South Tests Report prepared by Petrotek in October 2009 - is included as Attachment MU1

2-1. The pump tests were conducted in accordance with the regulatory objectives of WDEQ-

LQD's Non-Coal Rules and Regulations, Chapter 11 (In-Situ' Mining) and the US Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) Section 2.7 (Hydrology) of NUREG-1569 (WDEQ-LQD,

2005a; NRC, 2003). The pump tests were conducted to achieve the following objectives:

1. Determine the hydrologic characteristics of the Production Zone Aquifer;

2. Demonstrate hydrologic communication between the Production Zone pump well and the

surrounding Production Zone monitor wells;

3. Assess the presence of hydrologic boundaries, if any, within the Production Zone Aquifer
over the area evaluated by the Pump Test; and,

4. Evaluate the degree of hydrologic communication, if any, between the Production Zone

and the overlying and underlying aquifers in the vicinity of the pump well.

Two pump tests were conducted within MU I due to the faulting that bisects the mine unit from

west-southwest to east-northeast. The north pump test was conducted on the north side of the

Lost Creek Fault (and associated splinter fault) in November 2008, and the south pump test was

conducted on the south side of the Lost Creek Fault (and associated splinter fault) in December

2008. Both pump tests were conducted in the HJ Horizon, with monitoring of the overlying and

underlying aquifers as well. In the following discussion, reference to the fault includes both the

main Lost Creek Fault and the associated splinter fault, unless otherwise noted.

The additional information collected from the two pump tests did not significantly alter the

information on the aquifer characteristics attained from previous pump tests. This conclusion is

based on a comparison with aquifer characteristics presented in Appendix D-6 of the main permit

document with the information presented in Attachment MUl 2-1. A comparison of .the

hydraulic gradients presented in Table D6-7a and Section 4.3 of Attachment MU1 2-1 for the

FG, HJ and KM Horizons indicated no significant differences. Also, a comparison of the vertical

hydraulic gradients between the three horizons indicated no significant differences (Table D6-7b

of the main permit document and Table 4-5 of Attachment MU1 2-1). Finally, a comparison of

the transmissivity and storativity values for the HJ Horizon, presented in Table D6-11 of the

main permit document and Tables 7-1 and 7-2 of Attachment MU1 2-1, indicated no significant

differences.
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individual wells can be used to determine the well causing the water level increases. MIT's of
production and injection wells in the area of a suspected failure may also be performed to locate

the failed well.

In the event that an excursion is detected, then verified by confirmation samples, excursion

control would be initiated in accordance with the procedures in Section OP 3.6.4 of the main
permit document.

5.1.4 Perimeter Monitor Well Location Design

The primary objective for an in situ recovery project groundwater monitoring program is the
protection of existing groundwater supplies. Appendix D5 and Appendix D6 of the main permit

document contain general baseline geologic and hydrologic information pertaining to the overall
project area. Prior to mine unit development it is necessary to collect and assemble detailed
information on geologic and hydrologic conditions to define the ore zones, plan the mine unit and

develop the groundwater monitoring program.

As part of the groundwater monitoring program, perimeter monitor wells have been installed
within the Production Zone, outside of the production pattern area in a "ring" around the mine
area. These wells were used to obtain baseline water quality data and will be used to detect
mining zone excursions during mine unit operations. The UCLs determined for these wells from
the baseline water quality data (Section 4.5) are used to determine the presence of an excursion.

The MU1 perimeter monitor well ring was installed in the fall of 2008 with each well located
approximately, but no greater than, 500 feet from the outside edge of the mine unit as defined by
mapped individual pattern areas. Also, the distance between each of the monitor ring wells is
approximately, but no greater than, 500 feet apart. These distances are based on the MU1 aquifer
characteristics to ensure the monitor well ring is adequate to detect horizontal excursions. Also,
the completion interval of each monitor well targets the production zone(s) adjacent to that well
within an 800 foot radius and on the same side of the Fault. Trend wells will be used to detect
changes in water quality for those production completion horizons outside the 800 foot radius and

not monitored by the exterior monitor wells (see Figure MU1 5-6).

As discussed in LQD Guideline #4 the distance between the mine unit and the perimeter monitor
wells should be such that the monitor wells are within the zone of control of the production wells
which would be used to control excursions. Based on the MU 1 aquifer pump tests results, it is
apparent that the radius of influence of a single pumping well greatly exceeds 500 feet. In fact,
the MU 1 aquifer pump tests indicated a response in the HJ Horizon of a minimum distance of

2,600 feet (North Test) within 2 days. Therefore, an excursion detected at the perimeter monitor
well ring placed within 500 feet of the mine unit will be readily controlled by adjusting extraction

and injection rates in nearby well patterns as described in Section OP 3.6.4 of the main permit

document.
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On November 12, 2010 LC ISR, LLC provided WDEQ-LQD with a numerical model prepared

by Petrotek (2010). The original text of the numerical model summary was clarified and has been

inserted into this document as Attachment MUl 5-1. As part of the analysis the production and

restoration model used in previous simulations was modified to evaluate if an excursion could be

detected using the current monitor ring well spacing at MU1. A hypothetical excursion was

simulated by reducing the pumping rate at an extraction well in one well pattern on each side of

the Lost Creek Fault, along the west edge of MU 1. The west edge of MU 1 was selected for the

excursion simulation because the natural hydraulic gradient is toward the west-southwest.

Wellfield fluids in the western portion of MU1 should have the greatest probability of moving

outside the hydraulic control of the wellfield if an "out of balance" event occurs. The production

rate in each of the two extraction wells was reduced to approximately 25 percent of the original

operating rate to simulate an "out of balance" situation. The two extraction wells had previously

been simulated as producing at a rate of 32 gpm, or 6,160.4 cubic feet per day. No change was

made to the injection well rates or locations in or around the neighboring well patterns for this

simulation. All other extraction and injection wells were simulated at the same rates presented in

the production simulation previously described. The change in production for this simulation is a

reduction of 64 gpm resulting in a net "under-production" of 4 gpm for MU1. Particles were

placed at the injection wells in the well patterns with the reduced rate extraction wells. The

particles show the flowpath of injectate from the injection wells. Particles travel away from the

wellfield and toward the monitor well ring. This hypothetical simulated excursion represents the

loss of lixiviant during the production phase of ISR. The simulation shows that some particles

from both well patterns that are "out of balance" will reach (and be detected by) monitor wells in

the monitor ring. The 500-foot spacing between MUI monitor ring wells is adequate for

detection of the simulated excursion.

Recovery of the excursion was also simulated by the numerical model. For the recovery

simulation, particles were placed at the monitor well where the excursion was "detected". The

model was run for an additional 30 days under the "out of balance" conditions. This allowed for

the excursion to continue to migrate away from the wellfield during the time it would take to

conduct resampling, and develop a response to the excursion. A line of particles was then placed

at the downdip limit reached by the particles during the 30-day interval, representing the

maximum distance that the excursion traveled beyond the monitor well. The simulation was

resumed with rates at the two extraction wells increased to the original 32 gpm production rate.

Select injection wells in the two well patterns were shut-in. For the south well pattern, injection

was reduced by 32 gpm and extraction increased by 32 gpm resulting in a net change of 64 gpm.

For the north well pattern, the injection was reduced by 40 gpm and extraction increased by 32

gpm for a net change of 72 gpm. Results of the simulation show that the excursion moves back

inside the well ring Within less than 30 days. Hydrographs of the two monitor wells where the

excursions were detected show the rapid response to the excursion recovery action. Within less

than one day after beginning excursion recovery there is over 10 feet of drawdown at both

monitor wells. These results are consistent with the response of the aquifer during the north and
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south hydrologic tests.

The approximate 500-foot spacing between perimeter monitor wells is a standard practice within
the ISR industry in Wyoming and has proven to be effective in detecting mining zone excursions.
Also, Figures 6-17 and ,6-18 in Attachment MU1 2-1 indicate a relatively uniform drawdown

pattern in the perimeter monitor wells in relation to the distance from the pumped well. This
indicates that channeling within the HJ Horizon, if present within MUl, does not significantly
control or influence groundwater movement during periods of pumping stress. Each of the
monitor ring wells, with the exception of well M-114 (which straddles the fault) showed
approximately five feet or more of drawdown by the end of the 2 to 3-day tests. Even if
paleochannels are present at MU 1 that traverse between two monitor wells, the uniform hydraulic
response of the HJ Horizon to the pumping wells indicates that any paleochannel would also be
hydraulically connected to the pumping wells. Otherwise, there would have been a 'shortcircuit'
in the system that would have either prevented a response in wells separated from the pumping
well by the paleochannel, or resulted in a drastic steepening of the drawdown contours between
the paleochannel and the outer monitor wells. The north hydrologic test included monitoring of
32 HJ Horizon wells on the north side of the Fault and the south hydrologic test included
monitoring of 29 HJ Horizon wells on the south side of the Fault. This density of monitoring
should be sufficient to identify if areas of MU1 are hydraulically isolated within the HJ Horizon.
The Hydrologic Tests did not indicate such an occurrence. Based on results of the hydrologic
testing that has been performed, any paleochannels that exist within MU1, are in hydraulic

communication with the Production Zone aquifer and will be adequately monitored.

Each perimeter monitor well has been screened to discretely monitor the mining zones closest to
the monitor well ring as was previously discussed with the WDEQ-LQD in Lander on June 25,
2008 prior to design and installation of the wells. The results of the attached MUI pump tests
confirm that the various sand units within the HJ Horizon are hydraulically well connected. As a
result, these sands respond as a single hydrostratigraphic unit. Therefore, monitor well
completions across the entire HJ Horizon would most likely result in the collection of samples
that are more diluted with respect to any mining fluids which could potentially decrease the
likelihood of detecting an excursion. Following the originally approved installation and testing of

the MU1 monitoring system, the WDEQ-LQD requested a revised monitor well completion
program. The revised program (shown in Figure MU1 5-6) incorporates an 800 foot capture
radius for each monitor well. In other words, each monitor well completion is based on those

pattern completion horizons within an 800 foot radius from that monitor well on the same side of
the Lost Creek Fault. In addition, two trend wells were installed to allow for those patterns not
accounted for within the capture radius of the exterior monitor wells. The monitor wells
originally completed in 2008 were modified to the completions shown in Figure MU1 5-6 in
2010

Wells TWI-1, TW 2-1 and OWl-I were also added to the monitoring system to improve
detection capabilities in situations where there were no completion zones being monitored within
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800 feet of the production pattern. Water levels will be collected from these wells on the same

frequency as the monitor well ring wells.

5.2 UCL Calculations

With the characterization of the baseline MUI1 groundwater quality, the UCL parameters and

limits were selected and calculated to facilitate the detection of potential excursions during

Project operations. Among other factors, UCL parameters were selected considering their

potential to react through sorption, oxidation, reduction, and precipitation. Common, reliable

UCL parameters of in-situ uranium mining are specific conductance, chloride, TDS, sulfate,

bicarbonate or total alkalinity, sodium, and calcium.

Total alkalinity, chloride, and specific conductance were chosen as the primary lixiviant

migration indicators for MU1. Since bicarbonate (a component of total alkalinity) is a major

compound added to the lixiviant during mining, total alkalinity is a useful UCL parameter.

Chloride is a common UCL parameter in Wyoming due to its low levels in the native

groundwater and its mobility in groundwater. Chloride is elevated in the lixiviant in comparison

to the native groundwater due largely to the chemistry of the ion exchange system. The lixiviant

TDS concentration generally differs than that of the baseline groundwater quality and does not

appreciably change with sediment interaction; therefore, specific conductance is an excellent

indicator due to its direct correlation to TDS.

UCLs were established for each M, MO and MU well. As recommended in WDEQ-LQD's

Guideline No. 4 (2000), the alkalinity and specific conductance UCLs were calculated by adding

five standard deviations to each UCL parameter baseline mean. Each chloride UCL was

calculated by adding five standard deviations to each mean chloride concentration or by adding

15 mg/L to each mean chloride concentration, whichever was larger. The outliers identified in

MUl Section 4.3 were excluded from the UCL calculations. Table MU1 4-12 shows the means,

the standard deviations and UCLs for the M, MO, and MU wells. Those monitor wells where the
completion intervals were modified per the WDEQ-LQD request in 2010 will be sampled one

additional time. Those samples will analyzed for total alkalinity, chloride and conductivity and
the results compared to the original results used to generate UCLs for each well. The UCLs will
not be changed if the measurements are within ten percent of the original UCL. However, if the
ten percent limit is exceeded, the well in question will be re-sampled for the UCL constituents as
detailed in MU1 Section 4 and a new UCL set. Trend wells will be monitored in-house for water
level only.

5.2.1 Monitoring the LFG and UKM Sands across the fault

The Lost Creek Fault transects the MU1 pattern area. LC ISR, LLC recognizes that within some
areas of MU1, the LFG and UKM Sands are positioned across from the HJ mining zone due to
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the structure of the fault. This fact is illustrated on Plate D5-ld of the main permit document.
Therefore, LC ISR, LLC has examined these areas to ensure that a monitoring strategy to detect

excursions into these juxtaposed sands is in place prior to the start of mining. Section 2.1

(Structural Geology) provides a more detailed discussion of the Lost Creek Fault.)

LC ISR, LLC has designed MU1 so none of the individual patterns cross the fault. However,

there are patterns screened in the Upper HJ (UHJ) Sand that are positioned across from the LFG
Sand on the down thrown side of the splinter fault of the Lost Creek Fault. Figure MU1 5-1
shows the pattern locations, outlined in red, where this occurs. In order to monitor the LFG Sand
at this location, LC ISR, LLC has recompleted well MO-i 14 in the LFG Sand and will use this
well to monitor for mining solutions that may cross the Lost Creek Fault from the UHJ mining
patterns. Well MO- 114 was not included in the MU I baseline sampling program conducted April
through June 2009. However, a baseline sampling program for well MO- 114 has been completed
and the data has been incorporated into the database for MU 1. Also indicated on Figure MU1
5-1, there is a set of patterns (outlined in red) north of the Lost Creek Fault screened in the UHJ
Sand that are positioned across from the LFG Sand on the down thrown side of the Lost Creek
Fault. Monitor well MO-1 13, which was sampled as part of the original baseline wells, is

positioned to monitor the LFG Sand to detect potential excursions that may occur across the fault

at this location.

Also indicated on Figure MU1 5-2, there is a set of patterns north of the Lost Creek Fault
screened in the Middle HJ1 (MHJ1) Sand that are positioned across from the LFG Sand on the
down thrown side of the Lost Creek Fault. Monitor wells MO-1 13 and MO-109 are positioned to
monitor the LFG Sand to detect potential excursions that may occur across the fault at these

locations.

The Middle HJ2 (MHJ2) Sand is the only sand unit that is positioned across from both the LFG
and the UKM Sands. Figures MU1 5-3a and b show the pattern areas (outlined in red) where
this occurs. The MHJ2 pattern areas north of the Lost Creek Fault (Figure MU1 5-3a) are
positioned across from the LFG Sand on the down thrown side of the Lost Creek Fault. Monitor

well MO- 114 is positioned to monitor the LFG Sand to detect potential excursions that may occur

across the fault from these patterns. Figure MU1 5-3b shows the MHJ2 pattern areas that are
screened across from the UKM Sand. Monitor well MU- Ill is positioned to monitor the UKM
Sand to detect potential excursions that may occur north across the Lost Creek Fault from the
MHJ2 pattern areas located south of the fault in the western portion of the of the mine unit.

Finally, there are patterns screened in the LHJ Sand that are positioned across from the UKM

Sand as shown on Figure MU1 5-4. LC ISR, LLC believes there is sufficient monitoring
positioned in the UKM Sand (MU wells) that leakage across the Lost Creek Fault into the UKM
sand will be detected. Monitor well MU- 111 is positioned to monitor the UKM Sand to detect

potential excursions that may occur north across the Lost Creek Fault from the LHJ pattern areas
located south of the fault in the western portion of the mine unit.
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LC ISR, LLC will be overproducing in these pattern areas as part of the bleed system as discussed
in Section OP 3.6 and Attachment OP-2, "Engineering Controls" of the main permit document.
However, in the event that leakage is detected across the fault in these locations and verified by
confirmation samples, then excursion control would be initiated in accordance with the
procedures in Section OP 3.6.4 of the main permit document.

LC ISR, LLC believes that, with the addition of monitor well MO- 114 the monitoring system is
sufficient to discover any leakage of mining solutions that may occur across the fault into the
LFG and UKM sand units due to their juxtaposition to the HJ mining zone.

5.3 Historic Drill Hole Locations

Figure MU1 5-5 shows the historic drill holes located within the proposed MU1 pattern area.
Also, Plate MU1 5-1 shows the proposed MU 1 pattern area, the proposed monitor well ring and
historic drill holes out to a distance 500 feet beyond the proposed monitor well ring. Table MU1
5-1 lists the abandonment information available for the historic drill holes shown on Figure MU1
5-5 and Plate MU1 5-1.

A review of the historic records suggests these holes were properly abandoned by the original
operator pursuant to regulations that were in place at that time. Additionally, the two MU 1 pump
tests included with this submittal do not identify any improperly abandoned drill holes within the
MUl pattern areas. The pump tests do reveal minor communication between the overlying and
underlying aquifers and the HJ Horizon, which is most likely caused through the displacement of
the Lost Creek Fault.

However, to ensure compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act and State Regulations, LC ISR,
LLC will actively pursue a re-plugging program of historic drill holes within the MUl pattern

areas for. holes which can be positively located and identified by LC ISR and/or WDEQ-LQD.
Additionally, if a historic drill hole or well is later located during the mine unit installation
testing, or operation, the drill hole or well will be abandoned in accordance with abandonment
procedures currently in use by LC ISR, LLC.

5.4 Updated Water Rights Information

Table D6-13 of the main permit document lists the groundwater permits of the Project that had

been obtained from the Wyoming State Engineer's Office as of December 2008. As requested in
the WDEQ-LQD's August 2008 Comment #34 on Appendix D6, Table MU1 5-2 lists the
groundwater permit information updated for MU1.
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Table MU1 3-1 Topsoil Salvage (Page 1 of 2)

Term of Soil Type

Facility i Disturbance 2 Total Comments
Diciuitnc 2 Poposhia Teagulf Pepal Sandy

Loam Sandy Loam Loam
Support Facilities (acres)

Staging Area & Shop LT 1.50 .... 1.50

3 Secondary roads including 'main' road in MUI and roads from
Access Roads LT 3.29 0.37 0.40 2.53 Header Houses to that road.

Pipeline ST 1.32 0.16 0.14 1.02

Transmission Line -0.00 No topsoil will be stripped for installation of the transmission line
(see Table MUI 3-2, Vegetation Disturbance).

Fence 0.00 No topsoil will be stripped for installation of the fence
(see Table MUI 3-2, Vegetation Disturbance).

Area includes building footprint, perimeter access, and topsoil

Header Houses LT 0.45 -- 0.03 0.42 stockpile. Roads from Header Houses to 'main' MU I road are
included under Access Roads.

Pattern Area (acres)

Based on 10% ST disturbance within pattern area (see Figure OP-

Drill Pits & Trenches ST 3.74 0.43 1.16 2.15 6b in the main permit document). The LT disturbances for
Header Houses and Access Roads are specified above.

Monitor Well Ring (acres)

Mud Pits for Monitor 0.00 Monitor ring wells were installed in Summer/Fall 2008 and

Wells associated disturbance reclaimed.
The above-ground casing for each well occupies a very small

Monitor Wells -- 0.00 - - - space (e.g., 1 ft by 1 fi). Topsoil removed during installation of
the wells in Fall 2008 was replaced around the wells.

Two-Track Road Topsoil will not be stripped from this road unless problems are
tor Road -- 0.00 ...... encountered in maintaining portions of road (e.g., drainage

(monitor well ring) crossing); therefore, no disturbance is planned at this time.

Lost Creek Project
WDEQ-LQD Mine Unit 1 Application
Original Dec09; Rev3 DeclO



Table MU1 3-1 Topsoil Salvage (Page 2 of 2)

Term ofSoil Type

Facility 2 Total Comments
Disturbance Poposhia Teagulf Pepal Sandy

Loam Sandy Loam Loam

Total Topsoil Salvage LT 5.24 0.37 0.43 4.44

Area (acres) ST 5.06 0.59 1.30 3.17

LT 16,880 1,175 1,390 14,315 Recommended topsoil stripping depths were 24 inches or less
Total Topsoil Salvage (Attachment MUI 3-1). For estimating topsoil salvage volumes,

Volume (cubic yards) 4 a topsoil depth of 24 inches was used so topsoil stockpile
ST 16,315 1,890 4,195 10,230 volumes (& associated footprints) would represent the maximum.

Facility locations and distribution of soil series are shown on Figure MUl 3-1.
2 LT = Long Term topsoil stockpile, i.e., duration of mine unit. ST = Short Term topsoil stockpile, i.e., a few days to a few months.
3 Includes road through mine unit and roads connecting header houses to that road.
4 Rounded to the nearest five cubic yards.

Lost Creek Project
WDEQ-LQD Mine Unit 1 Application
Original Dec09; Rev3 Dec10



0
Table MU1 4-1a Monitor and Observation Wells

Overlying Underlying

Monitor Ring Aquifer Aquifer Production
(M) Wells & Trend Monitor Zone Monitor(TW) MonitornWell

Well (TW) (MO) Observation (MP) Wells
Wells Obevto

Well (OW)

M-101 M-116 MO-101 MU-101 MP-101
M-102 M-117 MO-102 MU-102 MP-102
M-103 M-118 MO-103 MU-103 MP-103
M-104 M-119 MO-104 MU-104 MP-104
M-105 M-120Ai 2 MO-105 MU-105 MP-105
M-106 M-121 MO-106 MU-106 MP-106
M-107 M-122 MO-107, MU-107 MP-107
M-108 M-123 MO-108 KPW-2 4 MP-108
M-109 M-124 MO-109 MU-109 MP-109
M-110 M-125 MO-110 MU-110 MP-110
M-111 M-126 MO-111 MU-ill MP-111
M-112 M-127 MO-112 MU-112 MP-112
M-113 M-128 MO-113 MU-113 MP-113
M-114 TWl-l MO-114 OWl-1 ---
M-115 1 .----

Detailed monitor well information (e.g., well depths, screened intervals)

0
provided in Attachment MU 1 2-1.

,3

Well M- 120 failed the MIT, was properly abandoned and was replaced with
well M-120A.

3 Well MO- 114 was added to this list to ensure adequate monitoring near the
Lost Creek Fault and associated splinter fault.

4 Well MU-108 failed the MIT, was properly abandoned and replaced with
well KPW-2, which was originally used as a pump test well within the
same horizon as and 17 feet from well MU-108.

0
Lost Creek Project
WDEQ-LQD Mine Unit 1 Application
Original Dec09; Rev4 Jan11
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS AT THE LOST
CREEK INSITU RECOVERY URANIUM PROJECT, WYOMING

Introduction

Lost Creek ISR, LLC (LC ISR) plans to develop and extract uranium from insitu
recovery (ISR) mine units within the HJ Horizon of the Battle Spring Formation at
the Lost Creek Project Area (LCPA). LC ISR has submitted an application to the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for a Source Materials License
(SML) (LC ISR, 2010a) and an application to the Wyoming Department of
Environmental Quality (WDEQ) for a Permit to Mine (LC ISR, 2010b) to conduct
ISR operations at the LCPA.

Numerical groundwater flow models were developed using site-specific data to
evaluate mine unit scale issues related to ISR production and restoration
operations at the site. This report describes the development of the numerical
model and summarizes the results of numerical simulations used to address LC
ISR, NRC and WDEQ concerns regarding ISR operations at the LCPA.

Purpose and Objectives

The numerical groundwater flow model was developed to support LC ISR in
planning and operation of the ISR project. The numerical model is used to
assess potential impacts of ISR mining on the HJ Horizon aquifer. The focus of
the modeling effort is on proposed Mine Unit 1 (MU1). Model simulations were
developed to:

o assess the extent and magnitude of drawdown that may occur during
production and restoration phases of the project by refining previously
presented analytical estimates;

o estimate flare during wellfield production;
o assess the adequacy of monitor ring well spacing for detection of potential

excursions; and
o evaluate the capability to recover an excursion within an acceptable period

of time.

The model was developed to allow adequate discretization within the wellfields
such that the impacts of individual wells can be discerned. This feature of the
model will enable its use as a tool to assist LC ISR in the day-to-day operation of
the ISR project.

Conceptual Model

Detailed description of the geology and hydrogeology of the LCPA can be found
in the NRC SML and WDEQ Permit to Mine applications (LC ISR, 2010a and
2010b) and in the WDEQ-Land Quality Division (LQD) Mine Unit 1 Application

Numerical Modeling of Hydrologic Conditions
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(LC ISR, 2010c). A conceptual hydrologic model for the LCPA is summarized
below.

As previously described, the focus of the model simulations is on the area of
MU1 (Figure 1). The aquifer being simulated is the HJ Horizon, which is the
primary uranium production zone for the LCPA. The HJ Horizon is continuous
throughout MU1 with a total thickness ranging from 100 to 150 feet (ft) and
averaging approximately 120 ft. The HJ Horizon dips to the northwest at
approximately 3 degrees. The top of the HJ Horizon ranges from 6,518 to 6,622
ft above mean sea level (ft amsl) across MU1 (Figure 2). The Lost Creek Shale
overlies the HJ Horizon within the LCPA. Beneath the HJ Horizon is the Sage
Brush Shale.

A key structural feature that influences the hydrology within MU1 is the Lost
Creek Fault. The Lost Creek Fault trends northeast-southwest through MU1 and
is downthrown to the south. Displacement within the HJ Horizon along the Lost
Creek Fault ranges from 40 feet on the west end to 80 feet on the eastern end
(Figure 1). Near the center of MU1, there is a fault splay south of the Lost Creek
Fault that is downthrown to the north. Displacement along the fault splay ranges
from '14 to 28 feet, increasing to the east. These faults significantly impede
groundwater flow, as observed during several hydrologic tests conducted in the
LCPA (Petrotek Engineering Corporation, 2007a, 2007b and 2009). The faults
are not impermeable, but act as partial hydraulic barriers to groundwater flow, aso will be described further.

The HJ Horizon has been subdivided into the Upper (UHJ), Middle (MHJ) and
Lower (LHJ) Sands with the majority of the mineralization occurring in the MHJ.
Based on the results of extensive exploratory and delineation drilling by LC ISR
and the results of numerous pumping tests (Petrotek 2007a, 2007b and 2009),
no laterally extensive confining units have been observed between the UHJ, MHJ
and LHJ Sands. The HJ Horizon behaves as a single hydrostratigraphic unit
except where the Lost Creek Fault and splay act as partial hydraulic barriers to
groundwater flow.

Water-level data collected in December 2008 from HJ Horizon monitor wells
indicate the static non-pumping potentiometric surface ranges from 6,735 ft amsl
along the east edge of MU1 to approximately 6,776 ft amsl along the west edge
(Figure 3). The displacement in the potentiometric surface across the Lost Creek
Fault illustrates the hydraulic barrier effect of the fault. The potentiometric surface
is from 5 to 20 feet higher on the north side of the fault under static, non-pumping
conditions. The potentiometric surface of the HJ Horizon within MUl indicates a
hydraulic gradient to the west-southwest of approximately 0.005 ft/ft (26.4 ft/mi)
north of the fault and approximately 0.009 ft/ft south of the fault (47.5 ft/mi).

Transmissivity of. the HJ Horizon calculated from the MU1 north and south
* hydrologic tests ranged from 51 to 129 ft2/d (381 to 965 gpd/ft) (Petrotek 2009).
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The average transmissivitý from the north test was 79 ft2/d ft (591 gpd/ft) and for
the south test was 93 ft /d (696 gpd/ft). However, drawdowns resulting from
these tests were strongly influenced by the hydraulic barrier effects of the Lost
Creek Fault and splay. As described in the June 2010 LC ISR responses to
WDEQ-LQD comment no. 105, image well theory was used to calculate a value
of transmissivity without the effects of the fault (by treating the fault as a no flow
boundary). The value of transmissivity that is calculated when eliminating the
effects of the fault is approximately double that estimated from the pump test
data. Representative values for transmissivity are in the range of 140 to 180 ft2/d
for the north side of the fault and 170 to 200 ft2/d for the south side. Using the
average thickness of the HJ Horizon of 120 ft, and the recalculated transmissivity
values (that account for the presence of the fault), the hydraulic conductivity is in
the range of 1.2 to 1.5 ft/d north of the fault and 1.4 to 1.7 ft/d south of the fault.

Storativity of the HJ Horizon estimated from the hydrologic testing conducted at
the LCPA is in the range of 3.6 x 10-5 to 4.3 x 10 . Storativity calculated without
the influence of the fault was 7.0 x 105. Total porosity of the HJ Horizon is
estimated at 26 percent (personal communication with LLC, ISR personnel,
2010).

Groundwater velocity in the HJ Horizon under representative aquifer conditions
of hydraulic conductivity of 1.4 ft/d, hydraulic gradient of 0.007 ft/ft and porosity of
26 percent is 0.038 ft/d or 13.8 ft/yr.

The HJ Horizon is bounded above and below by areally extensive confining units
identified as the Lost Creek Shale and the Sagebrush Shale, respectively. The
overlying aquifer to the HJ Horizon is the LFG Sand. The potentiometric surface
of the overlying LFG Sand is typically 10 to 25 feet higher than-the HJ Horizon.
The underlying aquifer to the HJ Horizon is the UKM Sand. The potentiometric
surface of the UKM Sand is typically at least 20 feet lower than the HJ Horizon
on the north side of the Lost Creek Fault. South of the Lost Creek Fault, the
potentiometric surface of the UKM Sand is up to 20 feet lower toward the east,
but only 2 to 5 feet lower to the west. Although hydrologic test data indicate that
some hydraulic communication exists between the HJ Horizon and overlying or
underlying units (at least under the large hydraulic stress applied during the
tests), the hydraulic response is generally minimal.

Comparison of drawdown at locations where an underlying or overlying monitor
well exists next to an HJ monitor well indicates a ratio of greater than 30. In other
words, thirty feet of drawdown within the HJ Horizon at a specific location would
equate to one foot or less of drawdown at the same location in the overlying or
underlying aquifer.

There are no known surface sources of recharge to the HJ Horizon within the
LCPA or areas of discharge from the HJ Horizon. There are no surface water
bodies within the LCPA. The Sweetwater Mill Pit is located approximately three
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miles southwest of the LCPA. It is unknown if the Sweetwater Mill Pit intercepts
strata that are the stratigraphic equivalent of the HJ Horizon. It is also unknown if
the Pit acts as a hydrologic source or sink to groundwater in the HJ Horizon
aquifer system. Regardless, as will be described under the simulations section of
this report, simulated drawdown impacts resulting from ISR operations at LCPA
are minimal (less than five feet) at distances as far as the Sweetwater Mill Pit.
For these reasons, the Sweetwater Mill Pit was not included as a hydrologic
boundary in the numerical models.

LC ISR has delineated the initial uranium production unit (identified as MU1). The
area that will be under pattern in MU1 is reported by LC ISR as 2,115,594 ft2 (LC
ISR, 2010c). This total area includes some stacked well patterns to effectively
mine multiple ore zones within the HJ Horizon. MU1 will include 12 header
houses. Each header house will control up to 20 well patterns.

Average ore zone thickness is estimated at 12 feet (LC ISR, 201 Oc). Anticipated
production rates will be between 30 and 35 gpm per well pattern with a net 0.5 to
1.5 percent bleed (overproduction). Average production flow will be~slightly less,
than 6,000 gpm.

Model Code

Three-dimensional analysis of groundwater flow in the HJ Horizon aquifer system
was performed with the finite difference groundwater flow model (MODFLOW),
developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) (McDonald 1988, 1996).
MODFLOW was selected for simulating groundwater flow at the LCPA because it
is capable of a wide array of boundary conditions, in addition to being a public
domain code that is well accepted in the scientific community. MODFLOW can
be used to simulate transient or steady-state saturated groundwater flow in one,
two, or three dimensions. The code simulates groundwater flow using a block-
centered, finite-difference approach. Modeled aquifers can be simulated as
unconfined, confined, or a combination of the two. MODFLOW also supports
variable thickness layers (i.e. variable aquifer bottoms and tops. Documentation
of all aspects of the MODFLOW code is provided in the users manuals
(McDonald, 1988 and 1996).

A particle-tracking code was utilized that could readily incorporate information
collected from the MODFLOW groundwater flow model. The code chosen was
MODPATH, Version 3 (Pollock, 1994), which was designed to use the output
head files from MODFLOW to calculate particle velocity changes over time in
three dimensions. MODPATH was used to provide computations of groundwater
seepage velocities and groundwater flow directions at the site. MODPATH is also
a public domain code that is well accepted in the scientific community. Full
documentation of the MODPATH code is provided in the MODPATH users guide
(Pollack, 1994).
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The pre/post-processor Groundwater Vistas (Environmental Simulations, Version
5, 2007) was used to assist with input of model parameters and output of model
results. Groundwater Vistas serves as a direct interface with MODFLOW and
MODPATH. Groundwater Vistas provides an extensive set of tools for
developing, modifying and calibrating numerical models and allows for ease of
transition between the groundwater flow and particle tracking codes. Full
description of the Groundwater Vistas program is provided in the Users Guide to
Groundwater Vistas, Version 5.0 (Environmental Simulations, Inc., 2007).

Model Domain and Grid

The model domain encompasses an area of 100 square miles with north-south
and east-west dimensions of 52,800 ft (10 miles). The model grid is centered
over the LCPA. The extent of the model domain is illustrated in Figure 4.

The model grid was designed to provide adequate spatial resolution within the
LCPA in order to simulate response of the aquifer to typical extraction and
injection rates anticipated for the Lost Creek uranium project. The model grid was
extended a considerable distance from the wellfield boundaries to minimize
impacts of exterior boundary conditions on the model solution in the area of
interest.

Cell dimensions within the area of the two proposed wellfields are 25 foot by 25
foot. Cell dimensions are gradually increased to a maximum size of 400 feet by
400 feet near the edges of the model. The model consists of 258 rows and 385
columns and contains 99,330 active cells. The model origin (southwest corner)
corresponds to Wyoming State Plane Central NAD 83 easting and northing
coordinates of 2,185,100 ft and 569,100 ft, respectively.

Because of the presence of overlying and underlying confining units, only the HJ
Horizon was simulated. As previously described, hydraulic communication
between the HJ Horizon and overlying, or underlying units is minimal.
Comparison of drawdown at locations where an underlying or overlying monitor
well exists next to an HJ monitor well indicates a ratio of greater than 30. For
purposes of this modeling effort, the model contains a single layer representing
the HJ Horizon. The base of the model and the top of the model are no flow
boundaries that simulate the overlying and underlying confining units. This model
design represents a conservative approach to simulating the maximum
drawdown within the HJ Horizon during ISR production because there can be no
contribution from "leaky" confining units. The top and bottom elevation of the HJ
Horizon correspond the top and base of the model, respectively. The data within
the LCPA are based on site borings. The geologic dip of these surfaces are
projected out to the model limits.

0
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Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions imposed on a numerical model define the external geometry
of the groundwater flow system being studied as well as internal sources and
sinks. Boundary conditions assigned in the model were determined from
observed conditions. Descriptions of the types of boundary conditions that can be
implemented with the MODFLOW code are found in McDonald and Harbaugh
(1988). Boundary conditions used to represent hydrologic conditions at the Lost
Creek site included general-head (GHB), areal recharge and wells. The locations
of the GHB and recharge boundary conditions within the model are illustrated in
Figure 4. Discussion of the placement and values for these boundary conditions
is provided below. The placement and values for the well boundary conditions
are described under the simulation discussion.

The GHB was used in the LCPA model to account for inflow and outflow from the
model domain and to establish the regional groundwater gradient across the
model domain. In the LCPA model, GHBs were assigned along the perimeter of
the model domain. The values of head assigned to the GHBs represent the
regional potentiometric surface, and ranged from 5,232.9 ft along the northeast
edge of the model to 5,021.5 ft along the southwest edge. The values were
adjusted during model calibration to replicate, to the extent possible, the
difference in potentiometric surface within the HJ Horizon across the Lost Creek
Fault.

Recharge to the HJ Horizon is believed to occur along the north and east edges
of the basin where the Battle Spring Formation crops out. In order to maintain the
potentiometric head difference across the Lost Creek Fault, a zone of recharge
was applied to the northeast portion of the model domain (Figure 4). This
recharge zone represents infiltration recharge to the HJ Horizon in the area near
where the unit crops out.

The MODFLOW well package was used to simulate extraction and injection wells
of the ISR project. The well configuration includes a series of 5-spot well patterns
with an extraction well located in the center, surrounded by four injection wells.
Each well pattern is approximately 100 feet ona side. Extraction and injection
rates applied to the wells are described under the simulation discussions of this
report.

The model domain was extended a ,suitable distance from the location of the
proposed production wellfields to minimize perimeter boundary effects on the
interior of the model where the hydraulic stresses were applied.

The Lost Creek Fault has been demonstrated, through various hydrologic tests,
to act as a partial hydraulic barrier to groundwater flow. The Lost Creek Fault and
associated fault splays were not modeled using the boundary condition functions

O available in the MODFLOW code. Instead, the fault system is modeled as a zone
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of low hydraulic conductivity as described in the following section of this report.
The use of a low hydraulic conductivity zone to represent the Fault allows for
limited groundwater flow across the Fault, particularly under the large stresses
imposed during the hydrologic tests that were conducted at the site.

Aquifer Properties

Input parameters used in the model to simulate aquifer properties are consistent
with site-derived data including; top and bottom elevations of the HJ Horizon,
hydraulic gradient, hydraulic conductivity, storage coefficient and porosity.

The top and bottom elevations of the HJ Horizon were determined from picks in
over 350 borings provided by LC ISR. Gridded contour maps were generated
using the contouring program Surfer, Version 9.0 (Golden Software, 2009). The
maps were imported into Groundwater Vistas to represent the top and bottom
elevations of the HJ Horizon. The initial potentiometric surface of the HJ Horizon
was determined from depth to water measurements in the LCPA monitor well
network. Those values are provided in Table 1. A contour map of that surface
was also generated in Surfer and used as initial conditions in the model
simulations.

As previously described, the transmissivity of the HJ Horizon determined from
pumping tests was slightly higher on the south side of the Lost Creek Fault.
Representative hydraulic conductivity values north of the fault are 1.2 to 1.5 ft/d
and on the south side of the fault are 1.4 to 1.7 ft/d. Three zones were used to
characterize hydraulic conductivity within the model domain (Figure 4). One zone
represents the base value for the model including the area north of the Lost
Creek Fault. A second zone represents the higher values south of the Lost Creek
Fault that were recognized in the pumping tests. A third zone represents the
hydraulic conductivity of the Lost Creek Fault and splay. The values for each of
the zones were adjusted during calibration to provide the best overall fit to
selected data sets, as described under the calibration simulations section of this
report. The final calibrated values, as shown on Figure 4, were as follows: north
of the Fault-1.35 ft/d; south of the Fault-1.65 ft/d; and the Fault (including
associated fault splays)-0.001 ft/d. Additional discussion regarding the calibration
of the model is described under the Calibration Simulations section of this report.

Specific storage is a measure of the water released from storage due to
compaction of the aquifer and expansion of water in response to a decline in
head. Specific storage is the storage term used for confined aquifers, where
lowering of the potentiometric surface in response to pumping does not result in
physical dewatering of the aquifer. Specific storage multiplied by the saturated
thickness of an aquifer is referred to as storativity or storage coefficient.
Storativity of a confined aquifer system is typically in the range of 5 x 10-3 to 10-6

or less. The range of storativity calculated from site pumping tests was from 3.6 x
10-5 to 4.3 x 10>. A value of 1.0 x 10-4 was used~for the LCPA model simulations.
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Porosity of the aquifer is used in the model to estimate groundwater velocity.
Groundwater velocity is calculatedfrom the Darcy equation as follows:

v = ki/n
where

v = average interstitial groundwater velocity
k = hydraulic conductivity
i= hydraulic gradient
n = porosity (effective)

The porosity for the HJ Horizon is estimated from site data as 26 percent.

Calibration Simulations

Groundwater flow model calibration is an integral component of groundwater
modeling applications. Calibration of a numerical groundwater flow model is the
process of adjusting model parameters to obtain a reasonable match between
field measured values and model predicted values of heads and fluxes
(Woessner and, Anderson, 1992). The calibration .procedure is. generally
performed by varying estimates of model parameters (hydraulic properties)
and/or boundary condition values from a set of initial estimates until an
acceptable match of simulated and observed water levels and/or flux is achieved.
Calibration can be accomplished using trial and error methods or automated
techniques (often referred to as inverse modeling).

The focus of this model is on the response of the aquifer to hydraulic stresses
imposed on a mine unit scale. LC ISR conducted hydrologic tests on both sides
of the Lost Creek Fault in 2009 that were designed to demonstrate hydraulic
connection to the monitor well ring placed around MUl. The tests were run at
high enough rates and for long enough duration to record measurable drawdown
at all of the monitor ring wells. The results of these hydrologic tests were used to
calibrate the numerical model. Additionally, water level data that were collected
under static, non-pumping conditions were included in the calibration effort. The
variables that were primarily used to calibrate the model to both pumping and
non-pumping conditions were hydraulic conductivity of the HJ Horizon and the
Lost Creek Fault and splay, recharge in the northeast portion of the model, and
initial heads of the general head boundaries along the perimeters of the model.

The adequacy of model calibration is judged by examining model residuals. A
residual, as defined for use in this modeling report, is the difference between the
observed change in groundwater elevation and the change in groundwater
elevation predicted by the model. The objective of model calibration should be
the minimization of the residual mean, residual standard deviation, and residual
sum of squares (RSS) (Duffield, et al, 1990). The mean residual is the arithmetic
average of all the differences between observed and computed water levels. A
positive .sign indicates that the model has under-predicted the observed, drawdown level and a negative sign indicates over-prediction. The residual
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standard deviation quantifies the spread of the differences between observed
and predicted drawdown around the mean residual. The ratio of residual
standard deviation to the total head change across the model domain should be
small, indicating the residual errors are only a small part of the overall model
response (Anderson and Woessner, 1992). The RSS is computed by adding the
square of each residual and is another measure of overall variability. For a
statistically accurate model calibration, the residuals and the statistics based on
the residual should approach zero.

Calibration was achieved by comparing field-measured (observed) water levels
and drawdown from the LCPA monitor wells with heads predicted by MODFLOW
for the same wells under simulated non-pumping and pumping conditions of the
HJ Horizon aquifer. The model was calibrated to three distinct sets of data. Both
the north and south hydrologic tests conducted by LC ISR in 2009 (Petrotek
2009) were simulated. The north test was run for 2 days at an average pumping
rate of 70.9 gpm. The south hydrologic test was run for a period of 2.9 days at an
average pumping rate of 58.1 gpm. The model was calibrated to the drawdown
data from each test (Table 2). A non-pumping simulation was calibrated to the
December 8, 2008 water-level data that was collected 18 days after completion of
the north side hydrologic test (Table 1). That data set is the most comprehensive
water level measurement round that represents aquifer conditions relatively
unimpacted by pumping stresses.

The calibration was an iterative process to find the set of model parameter values
that provided the best match to all three data sets. Three discrete zones of
hydraulic conductivity were delineated and the values of the zones were adjusted
during calibration to provide the best fit to the water level and drawdown data
previously described. The three hydraulic conductivity zones included the area
north of the Fault, the area south of the Fault, and the Fault itself." The final
calibrated hydraulic conductivity zone values are shown on Figure 4.

The potentiometric surface of the calibrated static, non-pumping simulation is
shown in Figure 5. Calibration residuals are also shown on the figure. A plot
comparing observed (measured) water levels to the simulated values is shown
on Figure 6. Results of the North and South Hydrologic tests are shown on
Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Plots comparing observed (measured) drawdown
to the simulated values are shown on Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Calibration
statistics from each of the three simulations are listed in Table 3.

As previously noted, the observed drawdown response during the North and
South hydrologic tests indicated that the Lost Creek Fault acts as a partial
hydraulic barrier. Duringboth hydrologic tests, there was measureable drawdown
on opposite sides of the Lost Creek Fault from where pumping was being
conducted. However, that drawdown was an order of magnitude less than what
would have been expected if the Lost Creek Fault were not present. One
objective in the calibration process was to replicate the magnitude of drawdown
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.across the Lost Creek Fault (and splay) from pumping. The final calibration was
successful in achieving that objective, resulting in some drawdown across the
Lost Creek Fault in each hydrologic test simulation, but generally on the order of
1 foot or less. Based on the calibration results, the modeled value for the
hydraulic conductivity of the Lost Creek Fault and fault splay of 1 x10 3 ft/d
appears reasonable. The hydraulic characteristic of the Lost Creek Fault acting
as a partial hydraulic barrier is reasonably represented in the following model
simulations.

Model Simulations

This numerical groundwater flow model was developed to evaluate the impacts
of ISR operations on the HJ Horizon'during typical ISR operations. Simulations
were performed using the numerical model to address requests for additional
information posed by the NRC in response to the SML license application. The
simulations described in this report provide:

* a demonstration of the hydraulic impacts that the ISR operation will
potentially have on the HJ Horizon aquifer, including the extent and
magnitude of drawdown outside the LCPA;

* an estimate of horizontal wellfield flare factor under typical operating rates;
* an assessment of the adequacy of monitor ring well spacing for detection

of potential excursions; and
* an evaluation of the capability to recover an ISR excursion within an

acceptable period of time.

Description of each of the model simulations is provided below. Model input and

output files for each simulation are provided on CD as Attachment A.

Initial Conditions

The initial condition for the simulations was the potentiometric surface resulting
from the static, non-pumping calibration simulation. The potentiometric surface
for that simulation is shown in Figure 6.

Hydraulic Impacts of ISR Production and Restoration

Model simulations were run to represent ISR production and restoration. The
operational parameters for these simulations are described below. The
configuration of the well patterns, including both extraction and injection wells for
MU1 are illustrated on Figure 11. Note that the number of well patterns simulated
in the model is less than the number projected by LC ISR because vertically
stacked well patterns are not included in the one layer model. The simulated well
patterns were placed over the footprint of the orebodies with a spacing of

* approximately 100 feet between production wells. This resulted in a total of 183
well patterns.
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The MU1 model simulates the following ISR operations:
production for 26 months (791 days),

* groundwater sweep for 12 months (365 days),
* reverse osmosis (RO) for 18 months (548 days),

The recirculation stage of restoration was not simulated because this activity
does not result in consumptive use of groundwater. Recovery of the aquifer
following termination of all ISR operations was simulated for a period of 60
months (1825 days).

LC ISR anticipates that initial production will begin with a single header house (of
approximately 20 production wells) and then steadily increase with the addition of
one header house per month until full production capacity is attained. At the
projected rate, full production capacity (slightly less than 6000 gpm) will occur
approximately 9 months after startup. Each header house is expected to be in
production for a period of one year. Production at MU1 is projected to span a
period of 26 months.

For purposes of the model simulation, MUL1 was divided into three wellfields,
noted on Figure 11 as A, B and C. The production simulation was divided into
five stress periods. Stress period one represents the startup and production of
wellfield A which has 55 production wells and runs for 4 months (122 days).
Stress period two adds wellfield B (57 more production wells) to the total and
runs for another 4 months (122 days). Stress period three represents peak
production in MUl as wellfield C (with 71 production wells) is added to the
simulation. This stress period runs for 213.5 days. Stress period four represents
the shut-in of wellfield A and continued production in wellfields B and C. Stress
period five simulates the shut-in of wellfield B, leaving only wellfield C in
production. Table 4 indicates the operational parameters and net bleed for each
of the stress periods in the production simulation. Total length of the production
simulation is 26 months (791 days).

Extraction for most of the production wells was simulated as 32 gpm (6,160.4
ft3/d). The injection well rates were variable depending on the position of the
injection well relative to the well pattern. Injection rates were generally between
7.9 and 31.7 gpm (1,524.7 and 6,098.8 ft3/d) per well. A few production and
injection wells were adjusted outside these ranges to balance the wellfield and
maintain an inward hydraulic gradient. The overproduction in the five stress
periods ranged from 9.3 to 38.2 gpm which represent a net bleed rate of 0.52 to
0.77 percent (Table 4). The'bleed represents the net consumptive use of the
aquifer during the simulated ISR production. The maximum overproduction
occurs during stress period three which represents full production capacity. This
stress period also represents the maximum drawdown in the production
simulation. The LCPA Operations Plan indicates that the typical range of
operational bleed for an ISR operation is from 0.5 to 1.5 percent. Results of the
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simulations indicates that a bleed rate of 0.77 or less during production is
adequate to control lixiviant. The results of the modeling are based on site
specific aquifer properties determined from numerous hydrologic tests and
provide a best estimate for operational bleed rates.

The potentiometric surface for the LCPA is shown in Figure 12. Drawdown during
the simulation production at full capacity within the LCPA is shown in Figure 13.
The impacts of individual wells can be observed at this scale. The overall
drawdown across the wellfield is greater than 15 feet. The maximum drawdown
within the wellfield is approximately 55 feet. Figure 14 shows the drawdown
across the entire model domain during full production capacity. The five-foot
drawdown contour extends radially approximately 13,000 (2.5 miles) from the
centroid of MU1 and a maximum of approximately 2 miles outside the Permit
Boundary.

Groundwater sweep was simulated at a rate of approximately 30 gpm for a
period of approximately 12 months (365 days). The total extraction was evenly
distributed between. the 183 extraction wells at a rate of 0.16 gpm. (31.5 ft3/d) per
well. Drawdown at the end of groundwater sweep within the LCPA is shown in
Figure 15.

The length of RO treatment is based on the treatment of six pore volumes (PVs)
of impacted groundwater. The calculation of one PV is as follows:0 * PV = Area x Ore Thickness x Horizontal Flare x Vertical Flare x Porosity x

Conversion

Substituting the standard horizontal and vertical flare factors used by WDEQ

* PV (in gallons) = A (ft2) x T (ft) x 1.2 x 1.2 x P x 7.48 gallons/ft3).

For MU1, the following values are used to calculate the PV

* Mine Unit Area = 2,115,594 ft2

* Average Thickness = 12 ft
* Average Porosity = 0.26

The MU1 PV is calculated as

* PV = 2,115,594 ft2 x 12 ft X 1.2 x 1.2 x 0.26 x 7.48 gallons ft/3 = 71,096,957
gallons

* 6 PV =6 x 68,362,458 gallons = 426,581,742 gallons

Treatment of 6 PVs for RO treatment was simulated over a period of eighteen
months. To extract and treat 6 PVs within eighteen months requires groundwater
recovery at a rate of approximately 541 gpm. The RO plant will have the capacity
to treat approximately 800 gpm of water. Approximately 12.5 percent of the
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treated water will be reject brine that will be disposed of in a deep disposal well
or through some other waste disposal methods. At 541 gpm, the reject brine will
be approximately 67.6 gpm. This results in a net loss of approximately 67.6 gpm
to the HJ Horizon aquifer during RO restoration.

Rather than assign extraction and injection rates to select wells to simulate
extraction of 541 gpm and reinjection of 473.4 gpm, the 67.6 gpm (13,013 ft3/d)
net loss was distributed over all the well patterns within the wellfield using only
extraction wells. The extraction rate was 0.37 gpm (71.1 ft3/d) per well. The
simulation was run for 18 months (548 days). Drawdown at the end of RO within
the LCPA is shown in Figure 16. Figure 17 shows the drawdown across the
entire model domain after completion of RO. The five-foot drawdown contour
extends radially approximately 18,400 ft (3.5 miles) from the centroid of MU1 and
a maximum of 17,250 ft (3.3 miles) outside the permit area.

Simulation of recovery of the aquifer following completion of restoration indicates
that water levels within the HJ Horizon should return to within 0.5 foot of pre-ISR
levels within one year.

Previous analysis of drawdown impacts was performed using the Theis analytical
solution and the results were submitted to WDEQ-LQD. However, as noted in the
submittal, the analysis significantly overestimates the drawdown because the
Theis analytical solution assumes that no recharge is occurring to the aquifer
during the period of pumping. In actuality, regional recharge continually occurs to
the HJ Horizon. Using the representative aquifer parameters previously cited for
thickness (120 ft), hydraulic conductivity (1.4 ft/d) and hydraulic gradient (0.007
ft/d), a one-mile wide cross-sectional area of the HJ Horizon aquifer will transmit
approximately 32 gpm of groundwater under static non-pumping conditions. As
the potentiometric surface is drawn down within the HJ Horizon during ISR
operations, the rate of groundwater movement from areas surrounding the mine
unit will increase (because of the change in hydraulic gradient). This lateral
recharge, limits the extent of drawdown away from the mine unit.

The LCPA numerical model provides a better representation of aquifer conditions
and hydraulic stresses imposed on the HJ Horizon during ISR operations than
the previous analytical solutions because it simulates the natural groundwater
flux that is occurring in the aquifer.

Welifield Flare Factor

Results of the production simulation were used to estimate the amount of
horizontal flare that can be expected during typical ISR operations. Particle
tracking was used to illustrate the movement of water from the outer injection
wells. Particles were placed at the locations of all injection wells located on the
perimeter of the wellfield. The particle tracks represent the movement of injectate
through the HJ Horizon aquifer.
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O Figure 18 shows the results of the particle tracking for MUI. An area wascircumscribed around the outermost extent of all the particles from the wellfield.
The ratio of the area circumscribing the particles to the area under well pattern
provides the horizontal wellfield flare factor. The area under well pattern for the
model simulation was slightly less than the value reported by LC ISR (1,879,874
ft2 compared to 2,115,594 ft2). For MU1, the horizontal flare factor is calculated
as 1.043. Note that the simulated horizontal flare factor calculated from the
model simulation is considerably lower than the 1.2 factor previously used to
calculate the MU1 PV.

Excursion Detection

The production and restoration model used in the previous simulations was
modified to evaluate if an excursion could be detected using the current monitor
ring well spacing at MUI. A hypothetical excursion was simulated by reducing
the pumping rate at an extraction well in one well pattern on each side of the Lost
Creek Fault, along the west edge of MU1 (Figure 19). The west edge of MU1
was selected for the excursion simulation because the natural hydraulic gradient
is toward the west-southwest. Wellfield fluids in the western portion of MU1
should have the greatest probability of moving outside the hydraulic control of the
wellfield if an "out of balance" event occurs. The production rate in each of the
two extraction wells was reduced to approximately 25 percent of the original
operating rate to simulate an "out of balance" situation. The two extraction wells
had previously been simulated as producing at a rate of 32 gallons per minute
(gpm), or 6,160.4 ft3/d. No change was made to the injection well rates or
locations in or around the neighboring well patterns for this simulation. All other
extraction and injection wells were simulated at the same rates presented in the
production simulation previously described. The change in production for this
simulation is a reduction of 64 gpm resulting in a net "under-production" of 4 gpm
for MUI.

Particles were placed at the injection wells in the well patterns with the reduced
rate extraction wells. The particles show the flowpath of injectate from the
injection wells (Figure 19). As shown on the figure, particles travel away from the
wellfield and toward the monitor well ring. This hypothetical simulated excursion
represents the loss of lixiviant during the production phase of ISR. The simulation
shows that some particles from both well patterns that are "out of balance" will
reach (and be detected by) monitor wells in the monitor ring. The 500 ft spacing
between MU1 monitor ring wells is adequate for detection of the simulated
excursion.

Excursion Recovery

Recovery of the excursion was also simulated. For the recovery simulation,
particles were placed at the monitor well where the excursion was "detected".
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The model was run for an additional 30 days under the "out of balance"
conditions (Figure 20). This allowed for the excursion to continue to migrate away
from the wellfield during the time it would take to conduct resampling, and
develop a response to the excursion. A line of particles was then placed at the
downdip limit reached by the particles during the 30-day interval. This line
represents the maximum distance that the excursion traveled beyond the monitor
well (Figure 20). The simulation was resumed with rates at the two extraction
wells increased to the original 32 gpm production rate. Select injection wells in
the two well patterns were shut-in. For the south well pattern, injection was
reduced by 32 gpm and extraction increased by 32 gpm resulting in a net change
of 64 gpm. For the north well pattern, the injection was reduced by 40 gpm and
extraction increased by 32 gpm for a net change of 72 gpm.

Results of the simulation show that the excursion moves back inside the well ring
within less than 30 days. Hydrographs of the two monitor wells where the
excursions were detected show the rapid response to the excursion recovery
action (Figure 21). Within less than one day after beginning excursion recovery
there is over 10 feet of drawdown at both monitor wells. These results are
consistent with the response of the aquifer during the north and south hydrologic
tests.

Model Limitations

As with any modeling effort, there are numerous assumptions, uncertainties and
limitations associated with the LCPA numerical model. The model is based on
currently available site-specific data for the HJ Horizon aquifer. The data are
concentrated within the LCPA. The model domain extends several miles beyond
the LCPA. Model input parameters, such as top and bottom of the aquifer, and
effective hydraulic conductivity, are projected based on the gradients or values
present within the LCPA. The selection of property zones is based on the fit to
calibration targets and is non-unique. These factors present levels of uncertainty
in the model simulation results.

The model simulates a single layer, representing the HJ Horizon. Continuity of
the HJ Horizon in all directions is assumed. The use of the GHB boundary
condition implies an infinite acting aquifer. The model does not account for
hydraulic communication between the HJ Horizon and overlying and underlying
hydrostratigraphic units.

Although there is uncertainty associated with the numerical modeling of the
LCPA, the model simulations provide a reasonable assessment of the hydraulic
response of the HJ Horizon to typical ISR operations, and are suitable for that
purpose. Although not necessarily unique, model output provides a valuable tool
for understanding expected system trends and responses.
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Summary

WA numerical model was developed to evaluate the response of the HJ Horizon
aquifer to hydraulic stresses imposed by the proposed operation of the Lost
Creek ISR uranium project. The model was developed using site-specific data for
the HJ Horizon aquifer including; potentiometric surface, hydraulic gradient,
hydraulic conductivity, aquifer thickness, storativity and porosity. The model
treats the HJ Horizon as a single layer aquifer system.

The model was calibrated to three discrete data sets, including; static non-
pumping water levels and drawdown data from hydrologic tests conducted on the
north and south sides of the Lost Creek Fault. The calibrated model was used to
simulate the operational cycle of MU1 of the Lost Creek ISR uranium project,
from production through restoration. Results of the model simulations indicate the
following.

* Simulation of production at the rates of nearly 6,000 gpm, with less than a
one percent bleed, results in.drawdown of less than five feet in the HJ
Horizon within approximately two miles of the permit boundary.

" Although the Operation Plan cites a range of operational bleed from 0.5 to
1.5 percent, modeling simulations indicate that a bleed of less than.0.8
percent will be necessary to control and contain lixiviant during production
operations of the Lost Creek ISR uranium project. Those modelo simulations are based on site specific aquifer properties derived from
numerous hydrologic test.

* Simulation of the treatment of 6 PVs during RO restoration of MU1 at a net
extraction rate of 67.6 gpm results in drawdown of less than five feet
within three and one half miles. of the permit boundary. This simulation
represents the maximum anticipated drawdown during Lost Creek ISR
operations, because it is during RO restoration that the largest
consumptive rate of groundwater will occur.

* Simulated horizontal wellfield flare factor, determined from the rates and
well patterns used, is approximately 1.043, much lower than industry
projections.

• Model runs indicate that a monitor well ring spacing of 500 feet from the
wellfield and 500 feet between monitor wells is adequate for detection of
the hypothetical excursion.

* Results of the modeling also indicate that the hypothetical excursion
detected at the monitor well ring can be hydraulically controlled within 30
days of recovery startup.
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0 NUMERICAL MODELING OF HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS

AT THE LOST CREEK INSITU RECOVERY

URANIUM PROJECT, WYOMING

LC ISR LLC

(November 2010, Revised January 2011)

TABLES

1. HJ Horizon Water Level Data, 12/08/08, Lost Creek Project Area
2. Drawdown Data, North and South Hydrologic Tests
3. Calibration Statistics, Non-Pumping and North and South Hydrologic Test

Simulations
4. Operational Parameters, Mine Unit 1 Production Simulation.
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Table 1. HJ Horizon Water Level Measurements, 12/08/08, Lost Creek Project Area

Well Easting Northing WL Elev. Well Easting Northing WL Elev.
PW-101 2212158 595259 6753.50 MP-101 2213875 595194 6772.37
PW-1 02 2210906 595846 6768.00 MP-1 02 2213299 595400 6764.39
M-101 2214619 595288 6773.81 MP-103 2212708 595381 6757.72
M-102 2214476 594822, 6773.35 MP-104 2212007 595515 6755.16
M-103 2214018 5946451 6772.33 MP-105 2212158 596079 6770.63
M-104 2213543 594565 6759.87 MP-106 2211488 595980 6768.93
M-105 2213052 594631 6756.74 MP-107 2210975 595822 6768.07
M-106 2212578 594746 6755.56 MP-108 2210882 595469 6766.51
M-107 2212095 594681 6749.93 MP-109 2210955 595235 6748.58
M-108 2211633 594854 6748.79 MP-110 2210185 595648 6761.78
M-109 2211180 594671 6746.97 MP-111 2209951 595361 6760.17
M-110 2210690 594700 6745.79 MP-112 2209585 595535 6759.37
M-111 2210270 594452 6739.49 MP-113 2209861 594950 6739.16
M-112 2209790 594358 6738.48 UKMO-101 2212409 595656 6764.52
M-113 2209310 5945101 6737.53 UKMO-1 02 2212528 595847 6771.59
M-114 2208942 594834 6742.00 UKMO-103 2212823 596270 6774.18
M-115 2208879 595321 6754.16 HJMP-101 2211610 595711 6769.26
M-116 2208959 595808 6755.30 HJMP-104 2211208 595610 6768.00
M-117 2209308 596148 6759.24 HJMP-105 2211255 595787 6768.39
M-118 2209797 596146 6761.83 HJMP-108 2211784 596011 6770.62
M-119 2210266 596303 6765.14 HJMP-109 2212218 595543 6755.01
M-120 2210727 596442 6768.32 HJMP-110 2212005 595897 6770.92
M-121 2211199 596595 6770.43 HJMP-113 2212596 595510 6757.32
M-122 2211677 596693 6772.23 HJT-1 01 2210883 595323 6764.58
M-1 23 2212166 596647 6773.74 HJT-1 02 2211209 595409 6767.83
M-124 2212603 596425 6774.95 HJT-1 03 2211502 595383 6749.02
M-125 2212970 596111 6775.75 HJT-104 2211976 595605 6769.52
M-126 2213464 596087 6776.49 HJT-1 05 2212760 595740 6767.26
M-127 2213932 595954 6774.98 LC16M 2212869 595523 6758.70
M-128 2214350 595698 6775.45 LC19M 2211685 596020 6770.17

WL Elev.- Water Level Elevation Measured on 12/08/08
Coordinates are in NAD 83 Wyoming State Plane Central

. Numerical Modeling of Hydrologic Conditions
At The Lost Creek Insitu Recovery Uranium Project, Wyoming
Lost Creek ISR, LLC, November 2010, Revised January 2011



Table 2. Drawdown Data, North and South Hydrologic Tests

North Hvdroloaic Test - Drawdown South Hvdroloaic Test - Drawdown

Distance Side of Maximum
from P.W. Fault Drawdown

[ft]
MP-107 70 N ft)

HJMP-105 351 N 48.6
HJMP-104 383 N 37.3

MP-108 385 N 40.0
HJT-101 530 N 40.3
HJT-102 534 N 34.2
MP-106 592 N 39.6
M-120 625 N 30.8

HJMP-101 713 N 36.5
MP-110 748 N 30.7
M-119 791 N 25.7
LCl 9M 796 N 30.6
M-121 808 N 28.8

HJMP-108 894 N 16.0
MP-111 1,082 N 27.0
HJT-104 1,093 N 22.8

HJMP-110 1,095 N 24.1
M-122 1,149 N 23.6
M-118 1,153 N 11.3

MP-105 1,268 N 19.1
MP-112 1,358 N 20.0
M-123 1,490 N 18.3

UKMO-102 1,618 N 9.8
M-117 1,630 N 12.8
M-124 1,792 N 15.8
M-116 1,949 N 9.1

UKMO-103 1,958 N 11.0
M-125 2,083 N 7.3
M-115 2,098 N 7.4
M-114 2,211 N 10.1
M-126 2,566 N 2.8

MP-109 608 S 5.7
HJT-103 755 S 2.7
MP-104 1,059 S 1.6

HJMP-109 1,343 S 0.4
MP-113 1,377 S 0.3

UKMO-101 1,510 S 0.5
HJMP-113 1,719 S 2.4
HJT-105 1,852 S 0.3
MP-103 1,858 S 1.9
LC16M 1,987 S 0.3
MP-102 2,431 S 0.2
M-127 3,029 S 0.0

MP-101 3,038 S 0.4
0.1

PW-102 0 P.W. 111.1

Distance Side of Maximumfrom P.W. Fault Drawdown

(ft) IN[f
HJMP-109 295 S 41.7

MP-104 331 S 48.1
UKMO-101 473 S 17.4
HJMP-113 507 S 35.3

MP-103 564 S 36.1
M-107 568 S 29.1
M-106 652 S 34.1
M-108 652 S 25.7

HJT- 103 668 S 28.1
LC1 6M 765 S 29.6

HJT-105 773 S 12.2
M-105 1,089 S 30.7
M-109 1,132 S 21.1

MP-102 1,150 S 19.5
MP-109 1,202 S 18.7
M-104 1,543 S 22.5
M-110 1,563 S "15.2

MP-101 1,721 S 8.3
M-127 1,916 S 5.1
M-103 1,962 S 8.5
M-111 2,047 S 8.1
M-128 2,243 S 5.2

MP-113 2,314 S 7.2
M-102 2,364 S 7.1
M-101 2,465 S 6.7
M-112 2,525 S 6.9
M-113 2,938 S 4.8

HJT-104 395 N 2.0
HJMP-110 661 N 0.8
UKMO-102 699 N 0.6
HJMP-101 713 N 0.7

MP-105 825 N 0.5
HJMP-108 854 N 0.4

LC19M 905 N 0.4
HJT-102 962 N 0.5
MP-106 987 N 0.4

HJMP-104 1,015 N 0.4
HJMP-105 1,047 N 0.4
UKMO-103 1,213 N 0.4

HJT-101 1,276 N 1.0
MP-108 1,294 N 0.4
MP-107 1,313 N 0.3
M-126 1,555 N 0.5

MP-110 2,010 N 0.2
MP-111 2,211 N 0.5
MP-112 2,586 N 0.2
M-114 3,240 N 1.2
M-115 3,279 N 0.1

PW-101 0 P.W. 63.5

P.W. - Pumping Well
N - North of Lost Creek Fault
S - South of Lost Creek Fault

Numerical Modeling of Hydrologic Conditions
At The Lost Creek Insitu Recovery Uranium Project, Wyoming
Lost Creek ISR, LLC, November 2010, Revised January 2011



Table 3. Calibration Statistics for the Non-Pumping, and North and South Hydrologic Test Simulations

Non-Pumping North Hydrologic South Hydrologic
Conditions Test Test

Residual Mean 0.031 0.047 0.248
Absolute Residual Mean 2.22 2.28 1.97

Residual Standard Deviation 2.75 3.56 3.16

Sum of Squares 453.6 543.8 493.4
Residual Mean Squared Error 2.75 3.56 3.17
Minimum Residual -6.02 -10.81 -5.76

Maximum Residual 6.54 11.40 11.81

Number of Observations 60 43 49

Range in Observations 38.96 48.60 63.40

Scaled Standard Deviation 0.071 0.073 0.050
Scaled Absolute Mean 0.057 0.047 0.031
Scaled Residual Mean Squared 0.071 0.073 0.050

Numerical Modeling of Hydrologic Conditions
At The Lost Creek Insitu Recovery Uranium Project, Wyoming

Lost Creek ISR, LLC, November 2010, Revised January 2011



0
Table 4. Operational Parameters, MU1 Production Simulation

Welifield C Total Total Production Rate I Total Iniection Rate I Net Bleed
Wellfield A Wellfield B Wellfield C Total Total Production ate I Total Iniection Rate I Net Bleed

Stress Days in Total Production Injection Production Injection Production Injection Production Injection (
Period Stress Elapsed Wells Wells Wells Wells Wells Wells Wells Wells (ft'/d) (gpm) (ft'/d) (gpm) (gpm) Percent

Period Days I I

One 122.0 122.0 55 88 0 0 0 0 55 88 338,823 1,760.0 337,024 1,750.7 9.3 0.53
Two 122.0 244.0 55 88 57 99 0 0 112 187 690,667 3,587.6 686,035 3,563.6 24.1 0.68
Three 213.5 457.5 55 88 57 99 71 110 183 297 1,123,896 5,838.0 1,116,542 5,799.8 38.2 0.66

Four 152.5 610.0 0 0 57 99 71 110 128 209 785,073 4,078.0 779,519 4,049.2 28.8 0.71
Five 181.0 791.0 0 0 0 0 1 71 110 71 110 433,229 2,250.4 430,507 2,236.2 14.1 0.63

Numerical Modeling of Hydrologic Conditions
At The Lost Creek Insitu Recovery Uranium Project, Wyoming
Lost Creek ISR, LLC, November 2010, Revised January 2011



NUMERICAL MODELING OF HYDROLOGIC CONDITIONS

AT THE LOST CREEK INSITU RECOVERY

URANIUM PROJECT, WYOMING

LC ISR LLC

(November 2010, Revised January 2011)

Attachment A

Lost Creek Project Area Model Input and Output Files

AMMAN*k



List of Compnletion Logs for Wells Monitored during the MUI Pumin Tests

DE Horizon HJ Horizon HJ Horizon (cont'd) KM Horizon

Previously Submitted (I) New Completions (2) Previously Submitted (1) New Completions (2)

HJT-106 M-102 (cont'd) KPW-2
HJT-107 M-109 LC-16M MU-101
LC-29M M-1 12 LC- 19M MU-109

FG Horizon M-113 UKMO-101 MU-l0

New Completions (2) M-1 15 UKMO-102 MU-I 11
MO-101 M-119 UKMO-103 MU-112

MO-109 M-120 Recompletes (3) MU-113

MO-110 M-122 M-101 OWl-] (4)

MO-111 M-124 M-103A Previously Submitted ()

MO-112 M-125 M-104 HJMU-101
MO-113 M-126 M-105 HJMU-104

Previously Submitted (1) MP-101 M-106 HJMU-105
HJMO-101 MP-109 M-107 HJMU-108
HJMO-104 MP-110 M-108 HJMU-109
HJMO-105 MP-I 11 M-110 HJMU-110
HJMO-108 MIP-112 M-111 HJMU-113
HJMO-109 MP-113 M-114 LC17M
HJMO-110 PW-101 M-116 LC20M
HJMO- 113 PW-102 M-117 LC24M

LC15M TWI-1 (4) M-1 18 MIU-102 (HJMU- 114)

LC18M jPreviously Submitted M-120A MU-103 (HJMU- 112)
LC25M HJMP-101 IM-121 MU-104 (HJMUJ-107)
MO-102 (HJMO-114) HJMP-104 M-123 MU-105 (HJMU-11I)
MO-103 (HJMO-112) HJMP-105 M-127 MU-106 (HJMU-106)
MO-104 (HJMO-107) HJMP-108 M-128 MU-107 (HJMU-103)

MO-105 (HJMO-1 11) HJMP-109 MP-102 (HJMP- 114) MU-108 (HJMU-102)

MO-106 (HJMO-106) HJMP-110 MP-103 (HJMP-1 12) UKMP-101
MO-107 (HJMO-103) HJMP-113 MP-104 (HJMP-107) UKMP-102
MO-108 (HJMO-102) HJT-101 MP-105 (HJMP-1 11) UKMU-103

Recompletes (3) HJT-102 MP- 106 (HJMP- 106)
MO-114 (UKMU-101) HJT-103 MP-107 (HJMP-103)
MO-115 (UKMU-102) HJT-104 MP-108 (HJMP-102)

HJT-105

(1) Completion Logs (paper copies) submitted in Attachement D6-3 of Appendix D-6 of the main permit document.

(2) Completion Logs (paper copies) submitted in this Attachement.

(3) Completion Logs (paper copies) submitted in this Attachment detailing the recompletion of these wells.

(4) Wells TWI-1 and OWl-I were added to the monitoring plan post-pumptest and, therefore, were not monitored during the pumptest.

0



IN il"I

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORTTW1-1
Ground Level

G2 4- SANDSTONE, - -SANDSTONE

"I -- MUDSTONE, sandy

-7" •SANDSTONE

-- ,- SANDSTONE
! ,-I- I--- rF -l-4- --MUDSTONE, sandy

-1--- -t- "SANDSTONE.-{ -- • .. • ' -I .=. .• ." .F .,

!5 MDSIUO. pancty

~-I -l--I---1-SANDSTONE

I • '•• '--{-" • SANDSTONE, shaley

'•=..---•-.,'•-}• -' • SANDSTONE, sholey

I •--,•!I I -.,.J
i ,--I--. --- - • .-',iSANDSTONE

MUUSYOKLf•,-l-- W- -- ,.SANDSTONE

• .-. • 4 -' •-- shaley

• --•-!-- --• -t-;:•SANDSTONE

WELL # TW1-1 SEO # 193897 Date Drilled: 10/19/10

(NAD 83)Location:E 2,210,480 / N 596.090

Ground Elev: 6940.0' Measure Point Elev: 6941.3'

TD: 501' Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 495' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/Il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: MHJ, LHJ Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 167' Elev. 6773' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10"

Intervals: from 393' t_..415L/length 22'

from 458' to _8_/Iength 25'

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev. Length

From - To / From - To
K-packer 386' 6554'

Screen 393' 415' 6547' 6525' 22'
Screen 458' 483' 9482' 6457' 25'

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: -(bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

0

MUD,," I NI:• N

MUDSTONE

SANDSTONE
shaley

LCSI

SANDSTONE

&iUflSIXNE
2F

SADTN T

6
It I-J- I --I I Z*
F

•iSANDSTONE
sholey

SANDSTONE

Td,01

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield: Good / E / Poor

TW1-1



7(1 rol

Reisace

Nh

'-A2

M-101

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORTM-101
Ground Level WELL # M-101 SEO # 187651 Date Drilled:7227/08

SANDST

SANDS"

SANDS1

MUDSTC

SANDS1

SANDS]

MUDSTC

SANDS1

local

tzSAN DS~

SANDS2

SANDS

rMUDST(SANDS1

..N

SANDS1

SANDS1

T,° 50

'ONE

"ONE

Location:E 2,214,619 / N 595.288' (NAD 83)

0-
00

Ground Elev: 6948.8' Measure Point Elev: 6949.24

TD: 450' Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

'ONE

'NE

TONE

CASED to: 445' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/I
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with waterLUJ

n

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ*, MHJ Sands

N -L ~I
TONE

)NE

TONE

ly shaly

TONE, v sholy

TONE

TONE

TONE, shaly

0
LL

Static Water Level: Depth 177' Elev: 6772' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 370' to3•__/length 10'*

from 423' to 4.3W/length 15'

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev. Length

From - To / From - To

K-packer 363' 6586' -

Screen 370' 380' 6579' 6569' 10'*

Screen 423' 438' 6526' 6511' 15'

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume:. (bags)(ft 3 ) Sand Specs.

Method; N/A

ONE

TONE

TONE
I

TONE
WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield:c(Go~' Moderate / Poor

* Worked-over 9/15/10:

New Completion Interval: 370'-380'

M-101



M-103A

0

M-103A
-"-I--'• •' •Ground Level

=6=q ' SANDSTONE

au -I I-- -- -- -- MUDSTONE

I-A+ A SANDSTONE
-i- • _-• - f• • •MUDSTON.• v sady

f- -l- - - % SANDSTONE
-1---t-I 4-_
-4 • - • . --I .'-:' ......... .o

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

WELL # M-103A SEO # 187651 Date Drilled:10/14/10

Location:E 2,214,025 / N 594,644 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6945.0' Measure Point Elev: 6946.0'

TD: 475' Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 364' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ, MHJ, LHJ Sands

MUDSTONE. sandy

• -F• i =!! i:•SANDSTONE0,....
-1•4-4-7 77-: - ,."MUDSTONE

-i-J-i • -t~q-I-- ;•'SANDSTONE

-4- ! 'SANDSTONE, v-'"",,

-t-• -t • --t- SANDSTONE, s haly

-• ;t'•'-q--•'f -]F•-I-- SANDSTONE, shaly

t I I I • • • • ! T 475'

S - T- - '

Static Water Level: Depth 174' Elev- 6771' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10"

Intervals: from 364' tQo378Z'L/length 14'

from 395' to 4._08' /length 13'

from 414' to 434'/length 20'

from 440' to465_L/length 25'

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev.

From - To / From - To
K-packer 358' 6587'

Screen 364' 378' 6581' 6567'

Screen 395' 408' 6550' 6537'

Length

14'

13'

Screen 414' 434' ,6531' 6511' 20'
Screen 440' 465' 6505_ 6480' 25'

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: -(bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.
LA-11-- KI /A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield: Good / E / Poor

M-103A

0 M-103A Replaces M-103.



Notural

71

7ii
=-7- z==

u1

M-104

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORTM-104
flrnsanvl I .1

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE

SANDSTONE,shaly

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE

SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE, shaly

MUDSTONE.eandy

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE

SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE

TD 460'

WELL # M-104 SEO # 187651 Date Drilled: 7/23/08

Location:E 2,213,543 / N 594,565 (NAD 83)

U
mD

Ground Elev: 6941.7' Measure Point Elev: 6942.11'

TD: 460' Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

EFT

CD

CASED to: 460' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ, MHJ, LHJ Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 184' Elev: 6758' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 368' to_382'_/length 14'

from 400' to 415'/length 15'

from 415' to426'_/length 11'*

from 437' to 453'L/length 16'

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev. Length

From - To / From - To
K-packer 362' 6580'

Screen 368' 382' 6574' 6560' 14'
Screen 400' 426' 6542' 6516' 26'*

Screen 437' 453' 6505' 6489' 16'

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: __ (bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield<§ii/ Moderate / Poor

* Worked-over 9/20/10:

New Completion Interval: 415'-426'

LtCS

M-104



M-105

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

WELL # M-105 SEO # 187652 Date Drilled:2723/08

Location:E 2.213.052 / N 594,631 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6933.2' Measure Point Elev: 6933.45'

TD: 470'*. Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 360' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ, MHJ, LHJ* Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 178' Elev: 6755' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 360' to.372'/length 12'

from 388' to_431'_/length 43'

from 442' to.4.59'/length 17'*

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev. Length

From - To / From - To

K-packer 353' 6580'

Screen 360' 372' 6573' 6561' 12'
Screen 388' 431' 6545' 6502' 43'

Screen 442' 459' 6491' 6474' 17'*

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: - (bags)(ft 3 ) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield:<ýE Moderate / Poor

* Worked-over 9/21/10:

Deepened 450'-470'
New Completion Interval: 442'-459'M-105



M-106

I I I Lost Creek ISR, LLC

M-106 WELL COMPLETION REPORT
........ Lev-el WELL # M-106 SEO 4/187652 Date Drilled:7 24/08

Location:E 2.212.578 / N 594,746 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6922.6' Measure Point Elev: 6922.85'
No Data TD: 470'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 356' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

SANDSTONE GOT Portland Cement -Type I/I
MUDSTONF, sandy Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

SANDSTONE
MuOSTONE COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ, MHJ, LHJ* Sands

SANDSTONE Static Water Level: Depth 169' Elev: 6954' (avg.)
SANDSTONE
MUDSTONE UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"shaly

SANDSTONE Intervals: from 356' to _40V /length 45'

from 414' toA_43•_/length 1

MUDSTONEv sandy from 440' to__•59_ /length 19'*
MUDSTONE SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
SANDSTONE Description Depth Elev. Length

MUDSTONE.sandy From - To / From - To
SANDSTONE K-oacker 349' 6574'

S MUDSTONE "Screen 356' 401' 6567' 6522' 45'
SANDSTONE Screen 414' 430' 6509 6493' 16'*

Screen 440' 459' 6483' 6464' 19'*

SANDSTONE

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

SSANDSTONE FILTER PACKING:

7 . Volume:. -(bags)(ft3) Sand Specs.
Method- N/A

MU.DSTONE -

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

7D 77 ! Yield(ooýy Moderate /Poor

* Worked-over 9/22/10:
M- 106 Deepened 440'-470'

New Completion Intervals: 414'-430'
440'-459'



-PResistancel

7-11

Il-

F!

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORTM-107
P,.. .Anr I -•

I,

M-107

No Data

MUDSTONE.sandy

SANDSTONE

silty

SANDSTONE

SANDSTONEshaly

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE

* SANDSTONEshaly

SANDSTONE

SANDSTONEeshaly

SANDSTONEsilty

MUDSTONE

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE

WELL # M-107 SEO j#187652 Date Drilled: 7/24/08

Location:E 2,212,095 / N 594,681 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6927.6' Measure Point Elev: 6927.93'0

TD: 470'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 405' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/]l
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

wJn3
COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ, MHJ*, LHJ* Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 180' Elev. 6748' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 373' to._3_9__/length 25'

from 405' to 416' /length 11'*

from 423' to 438'L/length 15'*

from 448' tQ 459_L/length 11'*

(.
U, SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY

Description

K-packer

Screen

Screen
Screen
Screen

Depth Elev.
From - To / From - To
366' 6562'

373 398' 6555' 6530'

405' 416' 6523' 6512'
423' 438' 6505' 6490'
448' 459' 6480' 6469'

Length

25'

11'*
15'*
11"*

ILC--
SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:

Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: (bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.

Method: N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yieldc<iy Moderate / Poor

TD 470'*

SBSI

M-107
* Worked-over 10/4/10:

Deepened 420'-470'
New Completion Intervals: 405'-416'

423'-438'
448'-459'



M-108

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

WELL # M-108 SEO # 187653 Date Drilled:7/2_3/_8

Location:E 2,211,634 / N 594,854 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6926.7' Measure Point Elev: 6927.87'

TD: 475'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 430' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.57 OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type 1/]I
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ*, MHJ, LHJ* Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 181' Elev. 6746' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 376' t _ 390' /length 14'*

from 405' to 425'/length 20'

from 433' to 444' /length 11'*

from 457' to 467' /length 10'*

SCREEN LINER A
Description

K-packer

Screen

Screen

Screen

Screen

SSEMBLY
Depth Elev.

From - To / From - To
369' 6558' -

376' 390' 6551' 653

405' 425' 6522' 650

433' 444' 6494' 648

457' 467' 6470' 646

Length

7' 14'*

2' .20.Z
3' 11'*

0,' 10'*

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:

Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: (bags)(ft3) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yiellcli ' Moderate / Poor

* Worked-over 10/5/10:

Deepened 450'-475'
New Completion Intervals: 376'-390"

433'-444'

457'-467'

M-108



M-110

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

WELL # M-110 SEO 1 187653 Date Drilled:7/24/08

Location:E 2,210,691 / N 594,699 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6922.1' Measure Point Elev: 6922.41'

TD: 480'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 381' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ, MHJ, LHJ* Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 180' Elev. 6742' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 381' to 392'_/length 11'

from 408' to 42.7'/length 19'

from 435' to 449_'/length 14'*

from 461' to 471' /length 10'*

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev.

From - To / From - To
K-packer 374' 6548'

Screen 381' 392' 6541' 6530'

Screen 408' 427' 6514' 6495'

Screen 435' 449' 6487' 6473'

Screen 461' 471' 6461' 6451'

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:
*Volume:' _ (bags)(ft 3 ) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield6§iY Moderate / Poor

* Worked-over 9/27/10:

Deepened 430'-480'
New Completion Intervals: 435'-449'

461 '-471'

Length

11'

19'

14'*
I0'*

M-110



M-111

ILost Creek ISR, LLC

M-111 WELL COMPLETION REPORT

- Level WELL # M-111 SEO # 187654 Date Drilled:7/24/0

--- _ ResisceNo Data Location:E 2,210,270 / N 594.452 (NAD 83)
SP SANDSTONE

itMUDSTONE.sandy Ground Elev: 6908.1' Measure Point Elev: 6909.59'

TD: 480' Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"
SANDSTONE
SNTNCASED to: 465' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/TT

Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water
MUDSTONEsandy

Li- COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ*, MHJ, LHJ Sands
I SANDSTONE

Static Water Level: Depth 171' Elev: 6737' (avg.)

SANDSTONE~silty UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 370' to.379'/length 9'*
:.SANDSTONE

from 390' toQ409'_/length 19'*
MUDSTONEv sandy from 416' to 431_L/length 15'

-: from 445' to 460' /length 15'
% SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
.. LL Description Depth Elev. Length

SADSTONE From - To / From - To

K-packer 363' 6545'

SANDSTONEsholy Screen 370' 379' 6538' 6529' 9'*
S Screen 390' 409' 6518' 6499' 19'*

SANDSTONE.shaly Screen 416' 429' 6492' 6479' 13'
Screen 445' 460' 6463' 6448' 15'

MUDSTONE LOS
SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

SANDSTONE

" FILTER PACKING:

-i1 Volume: __ (bags)(ft 3 ) Sand Specs.
N T Method- N/A

L SANDSTONE
WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

_ _ TD 480' Yield:cý ý Moderate / Poor

. Worked-over 9/28/10:

.- - •- - New Completion Intervals: 370'-379'
MU 390'-409'

M-111
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0

-I-

li ti llp zi+'i

N 'tural Reslatance

GammV

9e

I: 11-

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORTM-114

M-114

No Dat

MUDST(

SANDS1

SANDS
MUDST(

SANDS

E;MUDST

SANDS

SANDS

SANDS

SANDS

" SANDS

MUDST

SANDS

• UDSTI

SANDS

SANDS

-D 490'

WELL # M-114 SEO # 187656 Date Drilled:77/28/08

Location:E 2.208.942 / N 594,834 (NAD 83)a

Ground Elev: 6929.4' Measure Point Elev: 6930.75'
~NE~sandy

TONE

TONE
)NE.sandy

TONE

TONE

TONE~sholy

rONE~sholy

0-
m

TD: 490' Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 490' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ*, MHJ Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 190' Elev: 6739' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 410' toa420' /length 10'*

from 429' to 449' /length 20'*

from 465' toa485_/length 20'

TONE

LOS

K-packer

Screen

Screen

Screen

401'

410' 420'

429' 449'

465' 485'

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth

From - To
Elev.

/ From - To

6528'

6519' 6509'

6500' 6480'
6464' 6444'

Length

10'*

20'*
20'

TONE

ONE

TONE

2NE~sondy

TONE

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: -(bags)(ft 3 ) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield: Good / E / Poor

* Worked-over 9/28/10:

New Completion Intervals: 410'-420'

429'-449'

TONE

M-114
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M-116

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

oGannma-

'FResistanice

40

'7Ž

J i

JI
CI

M-116

l;,-r- - - --.. ..... _

0-
aJNo Data

SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE

MUDSTONEv sandy

SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE,shaly

MUDSTONE,sandy

SANDSTONE

MUDSTN
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WELL # M-116 SEO # 187646 Date Drilled:7/28_08

Location:E 2.208.959 / N 595,808 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6933.1' Measure Point Elev: 6934.00'

TD: 485'* ft. Hole Did.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 460' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/Il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: MHJ, LHJ* Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 179' Elev: 6754' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 430' to 445'/length 15'

from 462' to 47Z7/length 15'*

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev.

From - To / From - To Length

K-packer 423' 6510' _

Screen 430' 445' 6503' 6488' 15'

Screen 462' 477' 6471' 6456' 15'*

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: (bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield: Good / / Poor

* Worked-over 10/4/10:

Deepened 464'-485'
New Completion Interval: 462'-477'
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TD 485'*
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Ground Level

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

I I h WELL # M-117 SEO # 187647 Date Drilled:72Z808
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No Data

SANDSTONE

MUDSTONE~v sandy

SANDSTONE

Location:E 2,209,308 / N 596,148 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6943.00' Measure Point Elev: 6944.80
0-

TD: 485'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"
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CASED to: 465' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: MHJ, LHJ* Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 186' Elev: 6757' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 435' tQ_453'L/length 18'

from 461' to 480'L/length 19'*

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev. Length

From - To / From - To

K-packer 428' 6515'

Screen 435' 453' 6508' 6490' 18'
Screen 461' 480' 6482' 6463' 19'*

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: -(bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.

Method, N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield: Good / C / Poor

* Worked-over 10/5/10:

Deepened 465'-485'
New Completion Interval: 461'-480'

SANDSTONE

TD 485'*
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Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORTM-118
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M-118

WELL # M-118 SEO # 187647 Date Drilled:27/5/08

Location:E 2,209,797 / N 596,146 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6944.6' Measure Point Elev: 6945.16'

No Data

SANDSTONE

shaly

SANDSTONE

shaly

MUDSTONE & SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE.shaly

SANDSTONE

SANDSTONE
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0)
TD: 484' Hole Dia. 7-7/8"

CASED to: 430' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ*, MHJ, LHJ Sands

LU

LOS

Static Water Level: Depth 184' Elev: 6761' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 383' to 392L./length 9'*

from 403' toA42•?./length 20'*
from 430' to 447'_/length 17'

from 454' to_46_._/length 13'

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev.

From - To / From - To
K-packer 376' 6569'

Screen 383' 392' 6562' 6553'
Screen 403' 423' 6542' 6522'

Screen 430' 447' 6515' 6498'

Screen 454' 467' 6491' 6478'

Length

91*

20'*

17'

13'

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: -(bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield: Good / • / Poor

TD 484'

* Worked-over 9/29/10:

M-118 New Completion Intervals: 383'-392'
403'-423'



M-120A

LLost Creek ISR, LLC

,' C ...... M-120A WELL COMPLETION REPORT
(log from M-120)

Ground Levl WELL # M-120A SEO # 187648 Date Drilled:3-20-09
No Data Location:E 2.210.727 / N 596.442 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6946.3' Measure Point Elev: 6948.63'

S SANDSTONEv shaly TD: 475'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

SANDSTONE CASED to: 410' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

SANDSTONE,shaly GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/iT
*Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

MUDSTONEsandy

W COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ*, MHJ, LHJ* Sands
SANDSTONE Static Water Level: Depth 179' Elev- 6770' (avg.)

MUDSTONE

SANDSTONE
SANDSTONEUNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

,oo ~-iSANDSTONE
M-DS"T -- Intervals: from 375' to3_8_5_'_/length 10'*
SANDSTONE~v. sholy from 410' to 4..4_41' /length 31'

% SANDSTONE from 447' to 467' /length 20'*
MUDSTONE v sand

SANDME.,dy SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
SANDSTONE Description Depth Elev.

U sFrom - To / From - To

K-packer 368' 6578'
SANDSTONE Screen 375' 385' 6571' 6561' 10'*& MUDSTONE

Screen 410' 441' 6536' 6505' 31'

Screen 447' 467' 6499' 6479' 20'*

MUDSTONE v sandy LOS SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:

Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

SANDSTONE FILTER PACKING:
Volume: __ (bags)(ft 3 ) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

SANDSTONE

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

o --------- TD 475'* Yield: Good / E / Poor

__ _ M-120A Replaces M-120. Offset 18' to SW.

S M-120A Not Logged. Log for M-120 used here

for reference.

( fM-1 20A * Worked-over 9/30/10:
(log from M-1 20) Deepened 450'-475'

New Completion Intervals: 375'-385'
447'-467'
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Ground Level

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

WELL # M-121 SEO # 187648 Date Drilled:7/23/08
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Location:E 2,211,199 / N 596,595

Ground Elev: 6950.6' Measure Point Elev: 6951.71'

0
IM

TD: 500'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 460' Casing:,PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/Il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

2
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COMPLETION Aquifer:

Static Water Level: Depth 182' Elev: 6769' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 393' to404_L/length 11'*

from 436' to 4.55'/length 19'

from 468' tQ 491' /length 23'*

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev. Length

From - To / From - To
K-packer 386' 6565'

Screen 393' 404' 6558' 6547' 11'*

Screen 436' 455' 6515' 6496' 19'

Screen 468' 491' 6483' 6460' 23'*

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:

Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: __ (bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

YieldK§iX Moderate / Poor

* Worked-over 10/6/10:

Deepened 484'-500'
New Completion Intervals: 393'-404'

468'-491'

(NAD 83)

UHJ*, MHJ, LHJ* Sands

S9B-S

M-121



M-123

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

WELL # M-123 . SEO # 187649 Date Drilled:7/22/08

Location:E 2,212,166 / N 596,647 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6951.2' Measure Point Elev: 6951.85'

TD: 500'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 450' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: MHJ, LHJ* Sand

Static Water Level: Depth 179' Elev: 6772' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 422' to 444'/length 22'

from 465' toa495'_/length 3L

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev. Length

From - To / From - To
K-packer 415' 6536'

Screen 422' 444' 6529' 6507' 22'
Screen 465' 495' 6486' 6456' 30'*

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: -(bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield: Good Poor

* Worked-over 10/7/10:

Deepened 465'-500'
New Completion Interval: 465'-495'

M-123



M-127

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

WELL # M-127 SEO # 187651 Date Drilled:2722/08

.. (NAD 83)Location:E 2,213.932 / N 595,954

Ground Elev: 6946.5' Measure Point Elev: 6947.66'

TD: 500'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 480' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/Il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ, MHJ, LHJ* Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 174' Elev. 6773' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 408' to 418'_/length 10'
from 435' to_4.50'_/len g th h

from 450' ta 471' /length 21'

from 480' to 495' /length 15'*

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev.

From - To / From -. To
K-packer 401' 6546'

Screen 408' 418' 6539' 6529'
Screen 435' 471' 6512' 6476'
Screen 480' 495" 6467' 6452'

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: _ (bags)(ft 3 ) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yieldc Moderate / Poor

* Worked-over 10/12/10:

Deepened 480'-500'
New Completion Intervals: 435'-450'

480'-495'

Length

10'
36'*

15'*

M-127



M-128

Lost Creek ISR, LLC

WELL COMPLETION REPORT

WELL # M-128 SEO # 187651 Date Drilled: 7/21/08

Location:E 2,214,350 / N 595,698 (NAD 83)

Ground Elev: 6947.3' Measure Point Elev: 6948.55'

TD: 490'* Hole Dia.: 7-7/8"

CASED to: 455' Casing: PVC SDR17 ID: 4.5" OD: 5"

GROUT: Portland Cement - Type I/il
Pumped thru casing, displaced to surface with water

COMPLETION Aquifer: UHJ*, MHJ, LHJ* Sands

Static Water Level: Depth 175' Elev: 6772' (avg.)

UNDERREAM: Blade Dia: 10.5"

Intervals: from 382' t 3.__94'/length 12'*

from 427' tQ_446_'/length 19'

from 458' to_485_'/length 27'*

SCREEN LINER ASSEMBLY
Description Depth Elev. Length

From - To / From - To

K-packer 375' 6572'

Screen 382' 394' 6565' 6553' 12'*

Screen 427' 446' 6520' 6501' 19'

Screen 458' 485' 6489' 6462' 27'*

SCREEN SPECIFICATIONS:
Slot: 0.020" Composition 3" PVC

FILTER PACKING:

Volume: _ (bags)(ft 3) Sand Specs.

Method- N/A

WELL STIMULATION: Method Airlift

Yield6(ý / Moderate / Poor

* Worked-over 10-12-10:

Deepened 460'-490'
New Completion Intervals: 382'-394'

458'-485'

M-128




